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Start of the 
Thesis

This section contains the summary and

introduction to the thesis. The entire report is

summarized for a quick understanding of the

results and conclusions. Afterwards, the full report

is introduced. Here, some background information

is provided on the problem in general, and how the

research question is defined. There is also an

explanation of the structure of the report and its

planning, showing how deliverables are organized.



This thesis researches the implications of 3D

biodiversity UX design, and its potential considering

multifunctionality. The resulting research consisted of

three different topics, namely a user research, a design

method, and a design proposal for a case study. The

general conclusion is that 3D biodiversity offers many

benefits, however in order to maximize its potential,

some fundamental aspects of how public greenery is

designed and managed should change. Future research

should look into the technical side of 3D biodiversity

implementation, creating a small scale pilot, and involve

the local users more directly.

User research

The user research was done with the help of literature,

surveys, interviews, and observations. The literature

results show that allowing users to interact with nature

provides some benefits, however field research showed

that the majority prefers indirect or soft interaction.

Accessibility and space for interaction between users

are also important. For the case study, local residents

showed interest in communal gardening and public

facilitations for cultural activities.

Design method

The design method makes use of an existing integral

design method for public space created by the

municipality of Amsterdam. This method uses different

categories to list measures for the public space on a

tactical level, in order to connect goals with practical

implementations. With the results from the prior

research, this method is expanded to include measures

focused on restoring biodiversity and user functionality.

Design proposal

The design proposal is based on a case study of the

Amsterdamse Poort, a shopping mall with social

housing in the centre of Amsterdam Zuidoost. The

proposal showcases how the design method can be

used to create a rooftop park that restores biodiversity

and at the same time involves users. The design

proposal focuses on the potential multifunctionality of a

rooftop park, but less on the technical implementations.

Therefore, future research should look into the

construction of an elevated rooftop park, material use,

and required budget.

Thesis summary
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 1.1 Background 

The urban area of the Netherlands has increased 

about 10 times its size in one century, from less than 

2% around 1900 to 20% nowadays. At the same time, 

the amount of terrestrial nature decreased from 28% 

to 15%, while the agricultural occupation remained 

more or less the same (CBS, 2018). Therefore, the ur-

banization in the Netherlands is almost completely at 

the cost of nature. The importance of biodiversity for 

the ecosystem means that cities need to encompass 

effective and healthy ecological networks, connecting 

nature inside and outside the city. However, due to the 

already densely populated neighbourhoods and an 

ever increasing demand for new homes (Eerenbeemt, 

2021), available ground should be used as efficient as 

possible. This requires solutions alternative to a tradi-

tional 2D biodiversity networks on the ground. 

One of those solutions considers the walls and roofs 

of buildings as potential foundation for ecological net-

works. This concept of 3D biodiversity can tackle 

other environmental problems common in city areas 

as well, such as urban heat stress or failing water 

management during heavy rainfall or droughts.. Next 

to that, it opens up new opportunities for recreation 

for the city residents, by incorporating pathways and 

other recreational facilities. Small scale implementa-

tions such as the green roofs on bus stops in Utrecht, 

1. Introduction 
Start of the thesis 

Figure 1.1: Small investments like green roofs on bus stops already prove some of the potential of 3D biodiversity 

(Huisman, 2019) 
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depicted in figure 1.1, already show major improve-

ment (Huisman, 2019). All in all, large scale 3D biodi-

versity in city centres has a huge potential, and the 

concept deserves to be researched and designed ex-

tensively.  

1.2 Problem definition 

The implementation of 3D biodiversity brings many 

aspects along with it. There are aspects related to cre-

ating an effective and essential ecological network, 

and at the same time, it needs to stay feasible and 

cost-effective. Next to these, the people living inside 

and around 3D biodiversity are directly affected as 

well. Snails and mosquitoes may be beneficial to the 

local environment, but a worry for many residents. In 

other words, there are many stakeholders involved, 

and each should be considered carefully. 

1.2.1 The 4 focus points 

A total of 4 aspects were defined at the start of the 

research to focus the scope of the project, structure 

the research, and categorize its results. 

• Environment 

• Society 

• Residents 

• Time 

The first aspect is determined to be the environment, 

which is an umbrella term covering everything from 

climate to biodiversity, and from micro-organisms to 

small wildlife. This category will focus on the ecologi-

cal implications of the research and its resulting de-

sign. 

The second aspect is society, which is again a broad 

term that focusses on the economic and technical im-

plications of the design. It will look at how 3D biodi-

versity can add value to society, and how it can be ef-

fectively combined with other aspects and stakehold-

ers related to dense cities.  

The local residents are defined as the third aspect 

since they especially are directly involved with the pro-

cess of 3D biodiversity implementation. How will it af-

fect their way of living, and how can they be part of 

the overall solution?  

These first three aspects could be considered as dif-

ferent levels of the world that are connected to each 

other. A visualization of this can be seen in figure 1.2. 

Finally, there is also the element of time involved. Sus-

tainable measures that establish a robust ecological 

and social network need to be built to last. What that 

entails and how it can be achieved is to be researched 

as well. However, due to the fact it does not represent 

a stakeholder, this element will mostly be discussed 

in relation to the three other aspects instead of indi-

vidually. 

Figure 1.2: The three levels of the research question and how they relate to each other 

Residents

Society

Environment
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1.2.2 Design question 

This master thesis assignment will look into the po-

tential of 3D biodiversity, its challenging aspects, and 

how this can be put together into a feasible design so-

lution. It aims to answer the following research ques-

tion: 

How can 3D biodiversity in dense cities be realized to 

benefit the environment, society, and local residents, 

now and in the future? 

1.3 Involved parties 

The assignment was done in cooperation with two 

different parties, namely Naturalis and the municipal-

ity of Amsterdam. They provided both opportunities 

for the design process and valuable expertise on dif-

ferent views surrounding the topic. Their role and in-

fluence on the thesis are discussed here. 

1.3.1 Naturalis 

The original assignment came from Naturalis, a re-

search centre in Leiden focusing on biodiversity and 

other ecological processes. Their idea was to bring 

people closer to nature through design, combining ef-

fective ecological measures to restore biodiversity 

with user experience. This multifunctional approach 

should make investments in biodiversity restoration 

more attractive. 

Working together with Naturalis meant that there was 

an emphasis on effective measures for biodiversity, 

which are distinctively different to landscape designs 

currently regarded as the norm. Their expertise re-

sulted in a better understanding of what actual natu-

ral greenery looked like, and how that can be practi-

cally implemented in a 3D manner. 

1.3.2 Municipality of Amsterdam 

With the help of Naturalis, the thesis was picked up by 

the municipality of Amsterdam after a few months of 

desk research. The city shows interest in effective 

ecological design measures and their potential 

regarding multifunctionality, so they were willing to 

help with the assignment. 

The municipality provided many insights on the de-

sign of public spaces, including their own integral de-

sign method that showcased multifunctional solu-

tions for the public space. Next to this, they provided 

access to a development project for the area of Am-

sterdamse Poort. Both of these opportunities acted 

as a framework in which the assignment could be 

completed. 

The municipality also was the main hub of expertise 

in many different fields, including landscape design, 

architecture, urban planning, and pioneering pilots. 

The experts and their experiences surrounding urban 

biodiversity implementation shaped the final design 

considerably. 

1.4 Overview 

This report consists of 5 different sections. Each sec-

tion contains multiple chapters that fit that part of the 

research process. The categories and corresponding 

chapters are colour coded as follows: 

i. Start of the thesis 

ii. Exploratory research 

iii. Approach 

iv. Results & conclusions 

v. References & appendices 

With the help of the defined research question, an ex-

ploratory research is done, looking at the context sur-

rounding the topic. After that, the research question is 

interpreted as a design question that is to be an-

swered in two ways. First, the method looks at how 

this can be done in a categorical manner. Second, the 

design proposal shows what this looks like when ap-

plied in practice, with the help of a case study. These 

design answers are part of the larger general solution 

of the research question, and they are put together in 

the final conclusion of this report (Findeli, 2010). 
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1.4.1 Method expansion 

The thesis focuses in part on the use of a design 

method. There already exists an integral design 

method within the municipality of Amsterdam, which 

can be used to design public spaces on multiple lev-

els, in accordance with different aspects combined. 

The design method is analysed, and new findings of 

this research are incorporated in this specific method. 

1.4.2 Case study & design proposal 

Another part of this thesis considers designing an ac-

tual rooftop park, making use of the expanded 

method. This design proposal will answer the re-

search question practically and is based on a case 

study. This case study is done based on the current 

situation of the Amsterdamse Poort, a city mall in the 

centre of Amsterdam Zuidoost. The case study is 

supposed to show how the expanded design method 

can be used in a specific setting, and how that will 

look like on a conceptual level. 

1.4.3 Timeline 

The timeline shows the chronological set up of this 

research. It consists of multiple phases that work to-

wards answering the design question. The phases 

were defined as follows: 

1. Exploration 

2. User research 

3. Ideation 

4. Conceptualization 

5. Finalization 

Goals

Exploration

User research

Deliverables

Literature research
Stakeholder analysis
Initiatives & interviews
Case study

Plan of approach
Research data
Conclusions
User scenarios

Understanding context
Gaining knowledge
Finding a focus

Understanding user
Focus on local case
and area

Inspiring creativity
Generating ideas
Selecting solutions

Ideation techniques
Inspiration
Design blocks

Understanding method
Designing solutions
Designing proposal

Plan of approach
Additional solutions
Design proposal

Evaluating process
and design
Communicating
process and design

Design iterations
Recommendations
Thesis report

Ideation

Conceptualization

Finalization

Figure 1.3: Overview of the thesis timeline with phases, goals, and deliverables 
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The first phase is about exploring the issue of 3D bio-

diversity implementation. What are the relevant bene-

fits, as well as its challenges? Who is involved in the 

process, and how do they relate to each other? These 

questions are to be answered with an extensive liter-

ature research and available expertise. The explora-

tive phase also focuses on the case study at hand. 

Research on the Amsterdamse Poort is done, looking 

at its location, history, demographic, and future. This 

will give insight on the current condition and experi-

ence of the area and show what aspects may be nec-

essary to incorporate in a design for it. 

The second phase focuses on gathering data around 

potential users of 3D biodiversity. This is often over-

looked when green roofs are implemented, but this re-

search emphasizes the potential of involving users in 

the designs. There will be surveys, interviews, and ob-

servations done in order to gain a better understand-

ing on the perception of the user. The resulting syn-

thesized data is used as input for the next phases. 

The third phase entails the ideation process, which 

will take all the previous gathered data to look for po-

tential focus points and solutions. It will use inspira-

tion and exploration to create multiple design values 

and design blocks that can be part both of the ex-

tended Amsterdam method and the design concept 

of the Amsterdamse Poort. 

The fourth phase will conceptualize first the method 

and then the design concept, as it showcases how 

they can take shape when the previously ideated so-

lutions are incorporated. It will describe all features 

and potential of the designs, while also discussing im-

portant points that will require a shift in thinking by the 

stakeholders involved. 

In the final phase, the entire process is put together 

into a report. The process is visualized, designs are 

evaluated, and any shortcomings or further recom-

mendations are identified and discussed. All infor-

mation is sorted into the relevant chapters. 

The timeline is visualized in figure 1.3, with each 

phase listing their goals and deliverables. The deliver-

ables are colour coded to show where they end up in 

the final thesis report. 
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This phase consists of an exploratory research.

This part of the thesis provides valuable context

surrounding 3D biodiversity implementation.,

focussing on why it is beneficial and how that can

be effectively realized in practice. Already existing

initiatives are analysed, as well as the relevant

stakeholders identified. Lastly, the case study on

which the design proposal will focus is analyzed in

more detail. An overview of what can be found per

chapter is visualized in figure ii.1.

Exploratory
Research



Literature research

Initiatives
&Analysis

Case Study Analysis

2.

3.

4.

Realization of 3D Biodiversity

Benefits
Challenges

Initiatives

Stakeholders

Residents

City

Environment

Construction

Implementation

User Design

Rotterdam

Leiden

Amsterdam
Staatsbosbeheer

Municipalities

Architects

Investors

Government

Ecologists

Users

Developers

Estate managers

Amsterdamse Poort

Peperklip

Dakpark

Groene
Metropool

Stationsgebied

ArenAPoort &
Amsterdamse Poort

De Gezonde Stad

Biodiversity

Climate mitigation

Hydrology

UHI mitigation

Value increase

Mental health

Physical health

Social cohesion

Use of green space

Demographics

Connectivity

Maintenance

Plant choice

Building
requirements

Private ownership

Power-interest matrix

Actor network

Demographics

History

Future plans

Figure ii.1: Overview of the exploration research
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 2.1 Approach 

The first part of the explorative phase focuses on the 

benefits and challenges of 3D biodiversity implemen-

tation in the broad sense. It follows from an extensive 

literature research. This is done in order to gain a bet-

ter understanding of the context surrounding 3D bio-

diversity implementation, what it entails and how its 

effects can influence its surroundings. The benefits 

and challenges will give focus to the most important 

features that should be considered in the design pro-

cess following the explorative phase. 

The literature was gathered online with the help of key 

terms such as “green cities”, “user experience”, or “ur-

ban biodiversity”. The terms are based on the initial 

assignment description provided by Naturalis, which 

can be found in appendix A.1. Combining these terms 

provided some papers that listed specific benefits or 

considerations relevant for this thesis. 

2.2 Benefits 

The first part of the preliminary research concerns the 

benefits of 3D green space implementation in gen-

eral. It provides insight in the broad scale of impact 

that increased biodiversity in cities can have. Based 

on the findings, the benefits of 3D biodiversity imple-

mentation can be divided into three different levels of 

impact, as shown previously in figure 1.2. Each level 

will be listed here individually, but they are very much 

connected. When residents benefit from a green 

space, society will flourish too, and benefits for the 

environment are essential for the survival of everyone 

in the long run. 

2.2.1 Benefits for the residents 

Residents can benefit from green spaces in urban ar-

eas in three different ways. First of all, there is evi-

dence showing that direct contact with nature im-

proves general mental wellbeing. There is a direct link 

between time spent in nature and increased wellbe-

ing, and it has been advised to spend at least 2 hours 

in nature every week (White et al., 2019). This high-

lights the need for urban green spaces to make nature 

more accessible for residents inside city centres as 

well. 3D biodiversity on roofs and walls are an effec-

tive solution to this as they can incorporate nature in 

densely populated areas and improve mental health 

there. 

The same goes for the physical health of residents. 

One study has shown a substantial increase in recov-

ery speed for hospitalized patients when their window 

overlooked greenery, as compared to a view of brick 

walls (Ulrich, 1984). There are also some indirect ben-

efits when it comes to physical health. Green spaces 

both facilitate and promote going outdoors, and they 

have proven to increase physical activity by providing 

residents with the space needed for a walk, run, or 

work out (Wolch, Byrne & Newell, 2014). 

Another major advantage is the social cohesion that 

comes with most green spaces. Parks have been a 

meeting place for friends in any city, and the host of 

social activities and events as well (Jennings & 

2. Literature 
Research 

Exploration  
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O’Brien, 2019). It also gives the opportunity for mean-

ingful voluntary work, such as maintaining the green-

ery or harvesting fruits. The social cohesion links back 

to the two previously mentioned benefits, as a 

stronger community feeling also improves physical 

and mental wellbeing. Figure 2.1 shows an overview 

of how urban green spaces contribute to social cohe-

sion, which in turn improves mental & physical health 

(Jennings & Bamkole, 2019). 

2.2.2 Benefits for society 

The second level of benefits are for the society, or 

more specifically the city in which 3D biodiversity is to 

be implemented. The first main advantage is the mit-

igation of the Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect in city 

centres. The UHI effect occurs mainly during heat-

waves in the summer. During those hot days, areas 

mainly consisting of large, paved surfaces and build-

ings tend to experience higher temperatures when 

compared to areas with trees and grass. This not only 

causes great discomfort for the residents of such an 

area, but it can also negatively affect infrastructure, 

such as bridges. The UHI effect was present in the 

Dutch city of Eindhoven during the dry and hot sum-

mer of 2018 (Hofgärtner & Zijsltra, 2018). The differ-

ence in temperature between the city and greener ar-

eas is caused by the higher heat energy storage ca-

pacity of buildings, and the increased anthropogenic 

heat caused by urban human activities. One way to 

mitigate the resulting heat stress includes adding 

green space and specifically trees. Vegetation creates 

a more comfortable microclimate within a city, and 

the more area is covered with greenery, the better (Ng, 

Wang & Yuan, 2019). Mitigating the UHI effect also 

may potentially save up to 30% of current energy con-

sumption in buildings during the summer (Gago, Rol-

dan, Pacheco-Torres & Ordóñez, 2013). 

Another advantage is the help 3D greenspaces pro-

vide with rainwater runoff in a city. Due to awkward 

hydrology and climate change causing more frequent 

heavy rainfall, cities have become prone to flooding. 

Large amounts of rainwater in short periods of time 

disrupt traffic and causes water damage. Green roofs 

appear to be a viable solution to this problem, absorb-

ing most of the rainfall and releasing it slowly. When 

compared to a regular roof, roofs containing green 

Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of how urban green spaces contribute to mental and physical health (Jennings & 

Bamkole, 2019). 

Figure 2.2: Rainfall runoff of a traditional roof 

compared to a green roof (Mentens et al., 2005) 

Presence and/or
access to urban

green spaces

Social ecosystem
services

Social determinants to health

Social cohesion

Neigbourhood & built environment

Social & community context

Values & norms that supports
that support trust and belonging

Social capital
Resources obtained from

social relationships

Potential outcomes

Place attachments

Social support

Belonging

Empowerment

Physiological

and behavioural

responses

Benefits to physical
and psychological

health

Increased physical activity

Reduced stress

Enhanced immune functioning

Improved subjective well-being
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spaces released substantially less rainwater (Men-

tens, Raes & Hermy, 2005), as shown in figure 2.2.  

Last but not least, green spaces on roofs are good for 

the general image of a city. Green roofs are generally 

associated with environmental restoration and care / 

attention, even simplistic implementation such as 

mere sedum or grass. Such positive characteristics 

can contribute to the perceived value and apprecia-

tion of a city, and improve the aesthetic of a city in the 

eye of the public, increasing potential tourism and 

housing value (Loder, 2014). 

2.2.3 Benefits for the environment 

The final level of benefits concerns the environment 

and climate in general. The most straightforward ad-

vantage is that the implementation of 3D greenery in 

an urban environment directly contributes to the con-

servation and restoration of biodiversity. Biodiversity 

is vital for the survival of many species, including hu-

mans, since it is responsible for biological systems on 

which much of the agriculture, fresh water supply, and 

clean air are dependent. Cities have great potential 

considering biodiversity, yet it is rarely recognized by 

its planners and managers (Alvey, 2006). However, 

due to cities becoming bigger and more prominent, 

incorporating biodiversity throughout its design is vi-

tal for its conservation and liveability. 

Another advantage on this big scale is the possibility 

of climate change mitigation. Global warming of the 

planet causes many weather conditions to become 

more extreme, including longer periods of drought 

and heat, and larger amounts of rainfall in shorter pe-

riods of time (Van Aalst, 2006). Both of these condi-

tions are unfavourable for the liveability of cities. By 

increasing the total amount of plants and plant cover 

through green spaces in cities, more CO2 can be ex-

tracted from the air and stored into the ground. This 

extraction decreases the intensity of climate change 

and its direct consequences, and in the end increases 

the liveability of cities, and the planet overall. 

2.3 Challenges and considerations 

It is important to note that many aforementioned ben-

efits are not necessarily given when creating green 

space in urban environments. Although the relations 

to them are strong, there are some considerations to 

be made when implementing green space in order to 

maximize its positive effects. These will be discussed 

in this section of the research. 

2.3.1 Limitations of buildings 

The 3D aspect of biodiversity implementation means 

that green spaces will move beyond the ground onto 

walls and roofs. For this to be possible, the buildings 

that are subject to 3D biodiversity implementations 

must be strong enough to withstand the extra weight. 

Many existing roofs are not manufactured to be as 

strong as floors, because they are not seen as extra 

potential living space. Their main function currently is 

to protect the floors beneath it from the natural ele-

ments. For walls, there is the substantial concern that 

plants may damage its structure and compromise the 

strength of the entire building. Both of these consid-

erations have a large impact on the practical implica-

tions of creating 3D green spaces (Rotterdamse 

Dakendagen, 2021a).  

Another important issue that can arise is the owner-

ship of those green spaces. Many buildings in cities 

are privately owned, including its walls and roofs. This 

means that private owners and businesses will be re-

sponsible for the cost of construction and mainte-

nance of 3D green spaces on their facility. This issue 

is partly the reason why city-wide 3D biodiversity im-

plementation is hard, and it highlights the importance 

of creating incentives for those private owners to im-

plement greenery on their roofs and walls themselves 

(Oberti & Plantamura, 2018). On the long term, it 

would be more effective to revise outer walls and 

roofs suitable as green spaces as public property, 

which eliminates the need for incentives. Another way 

to encourage 3D greenery implementation, is making 

use of Rogers’ diffusion innovation theory (Rogers, 
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2003). It divides the stimulation process into 5 types, 

which fit the different stages of customer awareness 

and trends, as shown in figure 2.3. 

2.3.2 Implementation of nature 

In order for biodiversity to genuinely increase when 

creating green spaces, one must consider the com-

plex requirements of nature itself. Biodiversity is the 

cooperation of many natural systems and cycles 

which all influence each other, so just planting trees 

and covering areas with grass does not mean the bi-

odiverse potential of those spaces are fully utilized, 

and nature is rightfully restored. The placement of 

deadwood, porous stones, and other entities is very 

important to attract insects and other animals and in-

crease biodiversity, so these decisions must be made 

carefully. In terms of vegetation, planted areas that 

are mostly diverse and native to the local area, in 

terms of genetics, are more resilient against changes 

in climate (Maes, 2019). Although nature will always 

be present in outside public spaces, the preconditions 

on which it grows can be considered and improved, 

creating a more complex and robust system (van den 

Berg et al., 2021). 

The next issue is about incorporating natural net-

works and green infrastructure. The environment 

does not function as separate entities with 

boundaries, but private ownership and roofs in a mod-

ern city does. Biodiversity is declining not only be-

cause its networks are shrinking and fragmented by 

society, but because those remaining areas that are 

green exist separately and do not interact with each 

other (Goddard, Dougill & Benton, 2009). Biodiversity 

benefits most from large natural networks that are co-

hesive, allowing ground dwelling animals to roam the 

area and interact with each other, as well as roots of 

plants and fungi in the soil. To enable this when de-

signing for 3D biodiversity, the aspect of roof-to-roof 

as well as ground-to-roof connection is essential, not 

only for residents to access those areas, but for bio-

diversity to thrive as well. 

Next, there is the challenge of maintenance and time. 

Green spaces tend to change with the seasons and 

grow over time, which can cause unfavourable sights 

or effects. This means that simply building 3D green 

spaces is not everything, since they must also be 

maintained. In order to effectively implement green-

ery, one must also incorporate aspects such as water 

supply and necessary weeding. Some of these 

maintenance jobs can be automated with the help of 

smart design, whereas others like may not even be 

necessary. For example, mowing grass excessively is 

both expensive and bad for biodiversity, and even ben-

eficial to the growth of pests (Watson, Carignan‐
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Figure 2.3: Rogers’ diffusion of innovations theory combined with stimulation phases. (Rogers, 2003) 
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Guillemette, Turcotte, Maire, Proulx, 2019). It is im-

portant to think beforehand what maintenance is nec-

essary, how it should be done, and how the costs are 

covered. There are already some initiatives that give 

residents the opportunity to care for public greenery, 

which saves maintenance costs and also enhances 

community feeling of the city. 

2.3.3 User experience design 

The considerations most relevant for this research re-

late to the user of the 3D green spaces. The use of 

green space can dictate its format based on the 

wishes of the residents. For example, when there is a 

large community that wants to meet regularly or ac-

tivities to be organized, a green space can mainly con-

sist of an empty field. When there is more need for 

educational value, as in near a school, it can take the 

form of a nature exhibition and play garden. It is vital 

for a green space to be designed in line with the need 

of the public, in order to be valuable to the city (Rot-

terdamse Dakendagen, 2021b). Therefore, gathering 

the opinions and wishes from users and incorporating 

them in the design process is of major importance. 

Citizens should be part of the solution by engaging 

them with the implementation and conservation of bi-

odiversity. This will expand the support for 3D biodi-

versity, which can help spread the idea and its bene-

fits to other areas as well (Francis & Lorimer, 2011). 

More on this is discussed in the approach of the user 

research done for this thesis. 

Part of the user design is the demographic of the us-

ers. Different age groups and cultural ethnicities re-

quire different approaches to the design of a green 

space. Children must be able to explore nature, and 

adults must be able to rest. Based on the largest de-

mographic, certain activities inside a green space can 

be designed accordingly to maximize engagement 

and maybe even generate profit. These opportunities 

must be explored in order to effectively design a green 

space that benefits both the owner and its users (De 

Vries, van Dillen, Groenewegen & Spreeuwenberg, 

2013). 

Incorporating these considerations in the design pro-

cess will help maximize the benefits that green 

spaces can bring to the residents, city, and environ-

ment. These considerations are at the base of the re-

quirements of the final design proposal. 
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 3.1 Overview 

The second part of the explorative phase consists of 

an analysis of current initiatives and their stakehold-

ers. The initiatives are located throughout the Nether-

lands in different cities. Valuable lessons can be 

learned from analysing them, so that the design pro-

posal resulting from this thesis is effective and avoids 

known pitfalls. This is done with the help of experi-

ence from different experts, as they share their view 

on 3D biodiversity implementation. This information 

can be useful when looking at how green roofs can 

become more attractive for everyone involved. Ex-

perts were also interviewed without necessarily being 

linked to an existing initiative. These interviews are 

noted in appendix A.1. but will still be part of the anal-

ysis. 

All findings up until now are analysed and summa-

rized into points of interest. These points will form the 

baseline for the direction and the requirements of the 

design concept. 

3.2 Current initiatives 

The researched initiatives are based on a short list 

from Naturalis, that expanded during the literature re-

search phase. A total of five initiatives are researched 

online and with the help of interviews with experts in-

volved. Each initiatives showcases different ways of 

practical implementation of 3D biodiversity, and the 

focus of the analysis is on their underlying values and 

the results. The resulting insights can be used to 

identify and prevent any pitfalls when designing 3D bi-

odiversity implementation. 

3.2.1 De Groene Metropool 

The Dutch organization for natural reserves called 

Staatsbosbeheer (state-wide forest management) 

currently has a program named De Groene Metropool 

(the Green Metropol). This program is looking at the 

Netherlands as one big metropole, and its efforts are 

to make it consistently green with a robust network 

throughout the entire country (Staatsbosbeheer, 

2021). Staatsbosbeheer is able to look beyond the 

borders of one green space, since it is the largest 

owner of green spaces in the Netherlands, with over 

265000 hectares of owned land (Staatsbosbeheer, 

2019). Using this ownership, it cooperates with mu-

nicipalities of the Netherlands to create (new) greener 

residential areas that decreases fragmentation of na-

ture and at the same time brings nature closer to the 

residents, see figure 3.1. 

The core focus of this project is strengthening the 

ecological network of the Netherlands. Nature and its 

biodiversity can thrive if it is perceived as an essential 

part of the infrastructure of an urban area, just like 

roads, internet, and sewage. If this switch in perspec-

tive is normalized in building projects, it will greatly 

benefit the biodiversity of the area, which in turn pro-

vides the city with all the aforementioned benefits. If 

nature becomes an integral part of general infrastruc-

ture, there is also no need for it to have a profitable 

business case anymore. It will simply be necessary 

for the area to be liveable, just like running water or 

3. Initiatives 
& Analysis 
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electricity. The Netherlands in general has great po-

tential for a robust natural network for everyone to 

use, it now also needs to make use of it as well (Wal-

gien, 2020). 

“The first thing that I see when I walk through a city, is 

how many cities already have many open green 

spaces, but the quality of them often is incredibly me-

diocre. If you look at the residential areas of the 50s, 

60s, and 70s, you will see lots of flats with big spaces 

in between them. Like lawns, with poplars, a handful of 

green strips, some shrubbery. Watchable green, I call 

it. The problem is: the quality of use is incredibly weak. 

And it’s even weaker for the natural environment.” 

Harry Boeschoten, Programming director of De 

Groene Metropool 

3.2.2 Leiden 

In Leiden, there is a major overhaul of the area sur-

rounding the station (stationsgebied) currently in con-

struction. Post-war buildings and roads are being de-

molished and redirected to make way for new apart-

ments, infrastructure, and even a cinema. The idea 

behind the project is to improve the station area so 

that it becomes a welcoming sight for people entering 

the city. An important aspect of this improvement is a 

major increase in greenery in and around the area, be-

ing realized on streets, in already existing parks, and 

on rooftops (Leiden, 2021). 

Although the original vision of the municipality depicts 

the rooftop gardens as a public space, much like a 

neighbourhood park, the practical implementation 

ended up being fairly limited, as it was left to the de-

velopers. The rooftops will be green and beneficial to 

the environment, but are most likely to be inaccessi-

ble and privately maintained. The ambitions present 

in the concept vision are only partially met. The resi-

dents will not benefit directly from the 3D greenery, 

which weakens engagement levels as well as any 

mental or physical health benefits. 

It turns out that clients are mostly interested in the 

economic benefits of a green roof, such as the collec-

tion of rainwater. They are also mostly motivated by 

direct legislation that involves climate adaptation and 

sustainability. Reasons for the lack of accessible 

green roofs are: the difficulty it brings in construction, 

the expensive vertical connections needed, and lack 

of return on investments. 

“There is indeed a lot of ambition in the area of green 

roofs, but in practice there are barely any roof gardens 

with a public character. We as architects encourage 

development of green roofs but developers are more 

hesitant. If there would be a public function for the roof 

it is usually only meant for the residents or owners of 

that building.” Frank Venhorst, Neutelings Riedijk Ar-

chitects 

Figure 3.1: Example of an ecological network through a new neighbourhood (Staatsbosbeheer, 2021) 
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3.2.4 Rotterdam 

Rotterdam appears to be ahead when it comes to ex-

tensive green roof integration in urban areas. There 

are projects throughout the city focusing on the pos-

sibilities of 3D green spaces and providing actual re-

sults. One reason for this relative quick progression is 

increased awareness, due to initiatives such as the 

Rotterdamse Dakendagen (Rotterdam roof days), a 

yearly festival showcasing the latest developments in 

roof functionalities. Another reason is the invest-

ments made by the local municipality. Two projects 

are discussed here.  

1. Rotterdam Dakpark 

The Dakpark (Roof park) in Rotterdam is a large, 1200 

meter long rooftop park in the west of the city, near 

the harbour. Underneath it, a shopping mall can be 

found, see figure 3.2. The park features trees, a water-

way, and community gardens. It is one of the largest 

rooftop parks in Europe (Dakpark Rotterdam, 2021). 

Residents of the surrounding area are responsible for 

the gardens and security, in close cooperation with 

the municipality. 

The park came about when an old marshalling yard of 

the nearby harbour was put out of use. The residents 

were in favour of a new park, considering that the sur-

rounding area was densely populated with little public 

green space available. However, investors and 

developers were in favour of a shopping mall, as it 

provides a much higher return on investments. To 

cope with the conflicting wishes of the two stakehold-

ers, the municipality joined the discussion. Through 

co-creation between the different stakeholders, the 

multi-functional hybrid between shopping mall and 

park came about. The shops made for a strong busi-

ness case that allowed for investments in the corre-

sponding park. In the end, both parties are satisfied, 

the building fulfils many functions, which allows the 

surrounding area to flourish and increase in value 

(Rotterdamse dakendagen, 2021b).  

 “I think in the end, they made a business case that 

worked. The shopping malls mean money, and if you 

are making money, you can find ways to invest that, 

and reinvest that. And a part of that came to the roof-

top park. I think that is a very logic thing, but it is fun-

damentally different from making as much money as 

possible. It’s trying to create as much value as possi-

ble, which is a completely different starting point.” Paul 

van Roosmalen, project leader of Dakpark, from the 

municipality of Rotterdam 

2. De Peperklip 

The Peperklip is a building on the southern side of the 

river in Rotterdam, filled completely and only with pub-

lic housing. Because of the fact that it is an already 

existing building, constructed in the 80’s, there were a 

Figure 3.2: Depiction of the Rotterdam Dakpark. Picture by Frans Blok 
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lot of practical limitations for a rooftop garden. The 

real estate corporation was stimulated by the munici-

pality of Rotterdam to enhance the roof, and the plans 

were ambitious. However, due to a tight budget, re-

strictions of what a housing corporation is allowed to 

do, and cheap efficient construction, the final imple-

mentation is limited. 

The focus on budget cost meant that the rooftop gar-

den needed a profitable business case. This turned 

out to be hard, since many benefits of a green roof 

cannot be expressed in money. Mainly due to the 

pressing emergency of climate change and biodiver-

sity loss, subsidies of the municipality and govern-

ment enabled the corporation to still implement a 

green roof, as effective as possible but inaccessible 

to the public, see figure 3.3 (Rotterdamse dakend-

agen, 2021a). 

3.2.5 Amsterdam 

The capital city of Amsterdam also has many projects 

with (3D) biodiversity implementation as part of the 

development of the city. Two projects are described 

here. 

1. De Gezonde Stad 

De Gezonde Stad (The Healthy City) is an initiative 

spread throughout the city of Amsterdam, and wants 

to encourage citizens to engage in small activities 

that are beneficial to biodiversity and energy con-

sumption. This is achieved by organizing workshop in 

which residents learn about the effects of their ac-

tions and providing them with the proper materials to 

increase biodiversity around their own home (De Ge-

zonde Stad, 2021). 

It is important to engage citizens with the process of 

biodiversity implementation, and education on this 

topic appears to be necessary to increase awareness 

of the potential benefits it holds for them, the city, and 

the environment as a whole. Facilitating some begin-

ner tools and steps lowers the bar to implement more 

greenery and animal friendly areas in their private 

spaces. Allowing them to help with simple tasks in 

public spaces also increases feeling of responsibility 

and community, while at the same time reducing cost 

of maintenance for the city. This bottom-up approach 

is especially useful in densely populated areas such 

as Amsterdam (Francis & Lorimer, 2011). De Gezonde 

Stad makes use of all these tropes, with the help of 

subsidies gained from the municipality of Amster-

dam. 

2. ArenAPoort 

A south-eastern part of Amsterdam, called the ArenA-

Poort, is up for major revision in the future. The area 

Figure 3.3: The green roof on the Peperklip. Picture by Vestia 
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currently houses a stadium, shopping centre, promi-

nent office buildings like the Zandkasteel (sandcastle) 

and has its own train station. The municipality wants 

to build up to 5700 new homes in the area, heavily in-

creasing the population density, which is necessary 

due to the expanding population of the city. The sur-

rounding areas, such as Amstel III, will be overhauled 

as well (Amsterdam, 2020). 

Participation of current and future residents appears 

to be integrated in the design process already, and 

there are plans to continue the participation in the 

next years. This is done through speaking hours and 

a local information centre, which should provide infor-

mation and opportunities for residents to share their 

wishes. 

Some wishes are already heard and part of the con-

cept vision of the ArenAPoort. These include the im-

plementation of green roofs and roof gardens as a 

way to facilitate resting areas and greenery in the 

dense building plans. These roofs are accessible for 

residents and employees of that specific building, 

eliminating the need for public access connections. 

Although the wishes of residents are taken into ac-

count, they themselves appear to be separate from 

the development process, so there is some room for 

more direct cooperation. Green roofs are mentioned 

as a solution for heat stress, aesthetic public space, 

biodiversity implementation, and sustainability 

throughout the concept vision. Nonetheless, concrete 

decisions regarding green roofs are not made, yet 

other than “stimulating developers to implement 

them”. 

3.3 Stakeholders 

The stakeholders of 3D biodiversity are influential for 

its practical implementation. They each represent a 

group of people involved in the process, from the very 

first design drafts all the way through the use and 

maintenance phase. The list including their values are 

mostly identified during the analysis of initiatives, and 

based on other research (Zambrano-Prado et al., 

2021). The analysis explores their influence and rela-

tions, and looks for any points of interest of use in the 

ideation phase. The following stakeholders are identi-

fied: 

• Investors. They bring the money to the table 

and enable the entire process and realiza-

tion. Investors need to see the importance of 

3D biodiversity and understand its potential 

in terms of direct value increase of a building 

and potential profit to be made. 

Figure 3.3: Participation in the implementation of biodiversity. Picture by De Gezonde Stad 
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• Developers. They are the builders and will 

have to realize the design. This means that 

pragmatic solutions should be found during 

the design process to make their work as 

easy and cheap as possible. 

• Managers of estate. They will often be the fi-

nal owner of the green space, as well as the 

ones that should be encouraged to imple-

ment 3D biodiversity on their buildings. A 

careful balance between value increase and 

costs is essential for that. 

• Municipalities. They act as an overarching 

supervisor that can look at neighbourhoods 

as a whole, which is very valuable for the ef-

fectivity of biodiversity. An important actor 

for the creation of plans and assets for 3D 

greenspaces. 

• Government. Similar to the municipalities, 

they are in charge of envisioning large pro-

jects and act in the interest of the general 

population. They also have the power to cre-

ate legislation which enforces the conserva-

tion of biodiversity and the implementation 

of 3D greenery. 

• Ecologists. They speak for the environment 

and biodiversity in general. For them, imple-

menting green spaces wherever possible is 

essential, as well as the correct plant choice 

and other assets that improve its positive ef-

fect on biodiversity. 

• Architects. They will focus mainly on the 

general aesthetics of a building and will have 

a lot of experience when it comes to the the-

oretical futuristic possibilities of 3D biodiver-

sity on buildings. Money is often not an issue 

for their ideas. 

• Users. This group is influenced the most by 

the implementation of green spaces, so their 

wishes and needs are very important for the 

overall design process. Due to the diversity 

of this group, it must be researched what 

types of user are most stereotypical for each 

case, creating scnearios based on surveys, 

interviews, and observation. Based on the 

case, the users can either mainly consist of 

residents, employees, passers-by, children, 

or others. Their wishes and needs can vary 

greatly between groups, so multiple user 

stakeholders are possible. 

3.3.1 Stakeholder Analysis 

The stakeholders are all involved in different parts of 

the process. In general, there are three different 

stages when implementing 3D biodiversity in the form 

of green spaces, respectively conceptualizing / legis-

lating, developing / building, and using / maintaining. 

The stakeholders are distributed within these stages, 

based on when they are most relevant or have the 

most input on the implementation, see figure 3.4. The 

1. Legislation / Conceptualization

2. Development / Building

3. Usage / Maintenance

Time

Developers
Managers of estate

Government

Municipality
Investors

Ecologists Residents & usersArchitects

Figure 3.4: The stakeholders divided into 3 stages, based on time and proximity to realization. 
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actors of the first stage will influence the develop-

ment of the second stage, which will in turn affect the 

usage of the third stage.  

The relevance and interest of each stakeholder is 

evaluated using a power-interest matrix analysis. This 

matrix places each stakeholder into 4 subsections ac-

cording to their power over the matter and their inter-

est in it. Together with this power-interest matrix, an 

actor network is created. The actor network shows 

how the stakeholders can influence each other. Both 

evaluation systems can be found in figure 3.5. The 

analysis helps in identifying which stakeholders need 

the most attention, whose wishes needs to be met, 

and who needs to be informed (Smith, 2000). 

Based on the matrix, it becomes clear that residents 

and ecologists have great interest in the outcome but 

usually have little say about it. This group needs to be 

listened to and brought into the design process. De-

velopers and manage of estate on the other hand are 

in charge of buildings on which 3D biodiversity could 

be implemented, but they lack motivation in doing so. 

These stakeholders need an incentive, and their 

wishes and obligations should be taken into consider-

ation. Architects are often concerned with the aes-

thetics of a building, and have little influence or inter-

est in the process of actual biodiversity implementa-

tion. The most important and influential group con-

sists of the government, municipalities and investors. 

These actors can shape the entire design process 

with stimulation, legislation and capital. They should 

be engaged in the design process and motivated to 

3D biodiversity implementation, by raising awareness 

of its benefits, creating stronger incentives, and in-

creasing support base in the population. 

The corresponding actor network gives an overview 

of how each stakeholder is connected to the rest. It 

reveals that residents do have some power over gov-

ernment and municipality, however often indirectly 

through voting and participation groups, and often 

conflicting due to the high diversity of the group. The 

network also reveals the municipality to be an im-

portant stakeholder within the process. 
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Municipality
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Figure 3.5: the power-interest matrix and actor network of stakeholders involved in 3D biodiversity implementation. 
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 4.1 Location 

The ArenAPoort and the Amsterdamse Poort are the 

centre of Amsterdam Zuidoost. This south east area 

is not connected with the city of Amsterdam, but is 

still part of the municipality, with the cities of Diemen 

and Ouder-Amstel in between, see figure 4.1 The Are-

nAPoort and Amsterdamse Poort are connected with 

the Johan Cruijff Boulevard, a massive pathway with 

a train station located right on top of it. The boulevard 

borders the football arena, two concert halls, and two 

shopping malls. It is the main walkway of that area. 

Elevated roadways run through the neighbourhood, 

whereas cyclists and pedestrians share the space un-

derneath. 

The entire area of ArenAPoort covers many roofs, so 

in order to keep the design inside the scope of this re-

search, the site of the Amsterdamse Poort will be the 

focus of the case study. A breakdown of exactly 

which roofs are to be redesigned can be found in the 

approach of the design proposal. The shopping cen-

tre is oftentimes seen as the heart of Amsterdam Zui-

doost, so the entirety of it is part of the analysis in or-

der to better understand the current situation. 

4. Case Study 
Analysis 

Exploration  

Figure 4.1: Location of the case study in Amsterdam. Picture by Google 
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4.2 History 

Amsterdam Zuidoost has a rich history, despite it be-

ing a fairly new part of the city. After the second World 

War, there was a desperate need for housing, and a 

nearby polder of the previously emptied Bijlmermeer 

was designated as a new housing area. The Bijlmer, 

as the largest living area of Amsterdam Zuidoost is 

also called, was designed completely from scratch in 

accordance to the modernist views of the CIAM 

movement and Swiss-French architect Le Corbusier. 

This meant that there was a complete separation of 

functions; one area would be solely designated for liv-

ing, the other for recreation, the other for shopping, 

and so on. Cars and bike lanes would be on different 

levels, and 90% of all residencies were planned to be 

high-rise. 80% of the area would be covered in green 

and publicly accessible. The entire Bijlmer was a 

“model district”, marketed as the city for the modern 

man (Bijlmermuseum, 2015), shown at its epitome in 

figure 4.2. However, this massive top-down approach 

did not turn out as expected. 

The high rises turned out to be unpopular with their 

target audience, young families. They would rather 

live in small scale houses with their own garden that 

were built elsewhere in the country. This caused the 

residencies to be rented to people who had no choice, 

many of them outcasts and low income migrant 

workers. When the vacancy of the buildings was at its 

peak in 1975, the previously Dutch colony of Suriname 

declared independency, causing a wave of Suri-

namese refugees to come to the Netherlands. Many 

of them would find refuge in the empty houses of the 

Bijlmer. By the end of the seventies, 40% of its resi-

dents were from Suriname or the Antilles, 40% from 

other from West Africa, and 20% were originally 

Dutch. (Bijlmermuseum, 2015) 

The modernistic design approach turned out to have 

other massive flaws. Privacy and collecitivity turned 

into anonymity, and the large open public spaces be-

tween and in the flats would be riddled with homeless 

people and criminality. The flats turned out to be too 

massive to properly maintain, which in combination 

with incompetent management and policies caused 

many problems and decay. All these problems made 

the Bijlmer one of the worst places to live in the Neth-

erlands, and its image became that of a ghetto rather 

than a modern city. 

Figure 4.2: The original design of Amsterdam Zuidoost. Picture from Stadsarchief Amsterdam 
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In the 1990s, when the vacancy of houses reached an-

other peak and many of its housing corporation were 

on the verge of bankruptcy, it had become clear that 

the Bijlmer was structurally flawed: too massive, too 

much high-rise and too little differentiation. A massive 

overhaul started that would result in the demolition of 

over half of the 13000 high rise dwellings. They were 

to be replaced with smaller single-family homes. 

Functionality would also increase in the area, making 

space for small shops and firms next to the houses. 

(Wassenberg, 2006) 

Next to this structural change, there was also a big 

socio-economic renovation. A strong focus on job 

creation and women empowerment improved livea-

bility of the area. Watchmen and -women increased 

safety which at the same time decreased unemploy-

ment. During the 1980s, on the other side of the train 

station, a football stadium was constructed, along 

with large cinemas, theatres, and an office area 

(Bijlmermuseum, 2015). It acted as a catalyst for 

structural improvement of the area. All of this helped 

to re-establish the Bijlmer and slowly change its im-

age for the better. 

The systematic changes were made together with the 

residents. Surveys were sent out to gain insight on the 

wishes of the residents, and a bureau was set up that 

acted as communication device between residents 

and executives. This integral approach had proven 

fruitful. The majority of residents voted to demolish 

half of the high rise and got compensated for reloca-

tion, which resulted in no major protests or dislocated 

citizens. (Wassenberg, 2006) 

Nowadays, Amsterdam Zuidoost is a diverse and 

unique part of the city, with over 130 cultures being 

represented and its own multicultural summer event 

called Kwaku Festival, see figure 4.3. The Bijlmer is 

living proof of how a top-down design approach can 

fall short, and why constant investment and clear 

communication with residents is incredibly important 

and helpful. Currently, the area is on the brink of a new 

massive overhaul, again with new high rises planned. 

This time, multifunctionality and sustainability are key 

points for the new housing projects, and history has 

proven that an integral approach is vital for a liveable 

neighbourhood. (Wassenberg, 2006) 

4.3 Future plans 

Similarly to 75 years ago, there is a big demand for 

new affordable houses, especially in big cities such as 

Amsterdam. Therefore, future development has been 

planned for 5700 new houses at the ArenAPoort, and 

15000 new homes in Amstel III, the centre for offices 

south of the ArenAPoort. This would mean a massive 

increase of residents and a smaller public space to 

share. (Amsterdam, 2020) 

Figure 4.3: The Kwaku festival is a popular cultural activity in the area. Picture by KWAKU 
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The Amsterdamse Poort will be the city centre for all 

these new homes. Surrounding the shopping mall, an 

additional 600 new homes are planned, and the entire 

area is up for a renovation of 180 million euros, includ-

ing the shops (3W, 2022). Part of this renovation in-

cludes green facades and green roofs throughout 

Amsterdamse Poort, and a greener shopping centre 

overall using vegetation, see figure 4.4. 

Those green strips, together with green roofs, are es-

sential for the liveability of Amstel III and ArenAPoort, 

especially now that the density of buildings will be 

way higher than in the original Bijlmer. However, the 

green spaces will be mostly private for its residents 

only. 

4.4 Demographic 

As mentioned before, the current population of the 

Bijlmer is incredibly diverse and has prominently Suri-

namese roots. Next to that, it is not a rich area. Around 

70% of all households has a low income, which is the 

highest number throughout Amsterdam. Apprecia-

tion of the neighbourhood has increased in recent 

years, and objective security followed the same trend. 

However, the subjective sense of security is still low, 

and criminality in youth is above average (Hof & 

Mulder, 2017). In ArenAPoort, there are also students 

from the nearby Hogeschool Inholland and employ-

ees of nearby office centres taking a stroll during their 

breaks. 

In the living area of Amsterdamse Poort especially, 

things like childfriendliness, sports facilitation and so-

cial cohesion score far below the average of Amster-

dam (OIS Amsterdam, 2022). Next to that, no one in 

the area owns their house; everything is social hous-

ing. The age of the residents is comparable to the rest 

of Amsterdam, see figure 4.5. Other comparisons can 

be found in appendix A.2. 

Figure 4.5: The Demographic of Amsterdamse 

Poort. Picture from IOS Amsterdam 

Figure 4.4: Impression of the renovated shopping 

mall. Picture by Paul de Ruiter Architects 



Approach

Thanks to the context now figured out, the actual

design process can begin. This part describes the

approaches taken for each section of the thesis,:

the user research, method expansion, and design

proposal. Although discussed seperately, these

aspects and their approaches are very much

connected and depend on each other. This is

shown in figure iii.1. As depicted, the user

research, together with the previous exploration

research, form the breeding ground for the

method expansion and design proposal, coming

about through an ideation process.



Figure iii.1: A visualization showing how the different sections of the thesis relate  to each other
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5.1 Background 

For this thesis, the focus is on the user experience or 

UX of 3D biodiversity implementation. This means 

that there will be an emphasis on the motivations, val-

ues and views of the user which will dictate the fea-

tures and functionality of the design. The following 

step is to practically implement these features in a 

way that is accessible and meaningful to the user, re-

sulting in tangible design proposals that can be used 

in development projects (IDF, 2021). These three 

steps can be defined as the “why”, “what”, and “how” 

of the design, as is shown in figure 5.1. 

An important thing to note about UX design is that it 

incorporates the whole experience around a product, 

or in this case, the experience around 3D green 

spaces and biodiversity. The final design and experi-

ence should be intuitive, accessible, and meaningful 

to the targeted users. 

This section will discuss some important background 

information regarding UX of green spaces. The his-

tory is analysed, and the importance and potential of 

implementation are described as well. 

5.1.1 History 

The user experience of green spaces and nature in 

general is an old phenomenon that extends all the 

way back to the medieval times. Before the industrial 

revolution, towns and cities would often encapsulate 

farmland. The land provided the food for the citizens, 

and the city in turn provided organic waste as fertilizer 

for the farmland. Next to that, the first parks were cre-

ated. They would often consist of a large area of 

wildlands exclusively for the noblemen to hunt for 

sport. The areas were surrounded by a fence to keep 

the wild animals in and the commoners out. 

Industrialization caused a rapid urban expansion that 

drifted farms towards the edge of cities, and soon it 

became adamant that there was a desperate need for 

5. User 
Research 

Approach  

Figure 5.1: Three steps in UX design (IDF, 2021) 
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a space to breathe between the heavily populated 

working class neighbourhoods and factories. The first 

city parks were gardens of the rich and noblemen that 

were opened to the public, and large landscaped 

parks at the edges of the city. These gardens and 

parks were modelled based on a romanticized idea of 

the countryside, and were far from wild. This style is 

known as the French landscape style, which was later 

replaced by the English landscape style, focussing 

less on symmetry but still very much romanticized, 

see figure 5.2. They had lots of social activity and 

were essentially a playground for the rich and noble. 

Due to their often faraway locations, the working 

class living in the cities had no time or money to ben-

efit from them. (Cranz, 2008) 

At the end of the 19th century, small pocket parks be-

gan to pop up in cities to bring nature closer to the 

working class, and as a way to reform the city socially, 

primarily because there was so much immigration to 

deal with. In this era, parks would often include a field 

house (much like a club house) to increase social co-

hesion of the city. The parks were symmetrical and 

oftentimes incredibly small; nature came secondary 

to the function of the park. 

Throughout the 20th century, recreation became an 

important aspect of parks, and slowly city planners 

started to understand the value of networks, albeit for 

walks and recreation instead of biodiversity. Net-

works could consist of a ring surrounding the city, 

grids throughout the city, or green slabs reaching 

deep into the city centre, such as Amsterdam. 

(Lohrberg, 2001) 

Staatsbosbeheer has an extensive historical timeline 

that shows the trends in recreation starting at the 

1930s (Staatsbosbeheer 2020), which can be found 

in appendix A.3. It started on a relatively niche scale, 

with recreation as medical advice. Then, from the 

1950s onward, recreation became more en masse, 

with large scale festivals and as daytrip activity. It can 

be linked with the increase of free time people experi-

enced. In later years, park recreation became more 

closely linked to meaningful educative experiences 

and lifestyle.  

5.1.2 Importance 

Humanity has always been intimately linked with its 

natural environment, which has provided many bene-

fits regarding physical and mental health. However, 

this link appears to be dwindling drastically in recent 

years. The worries about the amount of experiences 

of nature, especially with younger generations, is 

named the “extinction of experience”. People have 

less and less interaction with nature, such as fishing 

Figure 5.2: French (left) and English (right) landscape design have little to do with actual natural landscapes. 

Pictures from Wikimedia Commons 
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or catching insects. The trends related to these activ-

ities are shown in figure 5.3, based on a study compil-

ing empirical evidence from the United States, United 

Kingdom, and Japan (Soga & Gaston, 2015). 

The danger of this extinction lies in the worsening 

mental and physical health of those with little experi-

ence related to nature, and less support for pro-envi-

ronmental movements that are essential for long-

term survival. What may be even worse is that the 

extinction of experience is becoming a negative feed-

back loop. Basically speaking, people with little inter-

action with nature will feel less connection with the 

environment, which in turn results in a decrease in in-

teraction with nature. This loop is depicted in figure 

5.4. 

This research suggests that appreciation for the envi-

ronment will inadvertently follow from an increase in 

natural experiences, but the link is not that 

Figure 5.3: Evidence of natural interaction declining over time (Soga & Gaston, 2015) 
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straightforward. There are other factors at play when 

it comes to nature appreciation, namely the reference 

of meaning surrounding each experience [27]. For ex-

ample, when a child sees a frog, the reaction of an ac-

companied adult at that moment can influence the ex-

perience greatly; they can be disgusted or curious 

with the child. Many prominent environmental activ-

ists have had an important experience like that in their 

youth, which appears to be an important time period 

to create meaningful experiences (Neuteleers & 

Deliège, 2019). 

Another contextual factor that influences the experi-

ence is the cultural background in which it takes 

place. If a big part of the identity of a local population 

comes from its environment, the link between them is 

stronger, which in turn means that locals appreciate 

the environment more. If a culture inherently respects 

a certain aspect of biodiversity, for example fertile 

soil, the link is also stronger. 

However, designing interactions with nature in such a 

way that it will mostly provide peak experiences (im-

pressive landscapes, big wildlife) misses the point 

that it needs to be a personal interaction, however 

small that may be. Variation seems to be key here, 

providing many contextual factors so that everyone 

can find something to appreciate or identify with. 

Luckily, biodiversity provides that variation on its own 

when given the time and space to develop in the right 

conditions. 

5.1.3 Potential 

The functionality of a park has become more and 

more extensive over the years, and today there is a 

tension between the recreational and environmental 

requirements each green space should meet. How-

ever, there is also potential in linking the two by mak-

ing biodiversity part of a recreational activity, increas-

ing awareness of natural processes through recrea-

tion, and creating opportunities for users to interact 

with nature in a meaningful way. 

With over half of the human population currently living 

in cities, urban nature is a key player to bring back ex-

periences with the environment and strengthen the 

link once again (Soga & Gaston, 2015). Although 

some think that nature should be fenced off and kept 

out of reach of humans for its own protection, it is es-

sential to give residents an opportunity to experience 

said nature and reverse the effects of the extinction 

of experience. 

The experience of nature is not only feasible from an 

ecological standpoint, but from an economic point as 

well. The economy has steadily been progressing 

from providing goods and services towards providing 

experiences in recent years. As early as 1998, re-

search recommends experiences over services as a 

way of increasing value and profit, when done cor-

rectly (Pain & Gilmore, 1998). According to these re-

searchers, an experience consists of four realms, 

each of which can and should be designed for. Their 

theory is visualized in figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.4: Negative feedback loop accelerating 

extinction of UX (Soga & Gaston, 2015) 
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All in all, combining the practical benefits of green 

roofs with user experience design seems like a valua-

ble option to combat multiple complex problems at 

once. It can bring meaningful experiences to resi-

dents which increases support for other environmen-

tal solutions, all the while potentially creating revenue 

with monetized activities, making it interesting for 

more reluctant stakeholders as well. 

5.2 Data gathering 

To create a proper contextual frame for the user ex-

perience of 3D green spaces, a broad understanding 

of the motivations and values of its users is neces-

sary. It is also helpful to identify the target groups of 

the design beforehand, so that the resulting data is 

concise and useful for a design relevant for its in-

tended users. This understanding can be acquired us-

ing a number of different methods, namely surveys, 

interviews, and observations. 

5.2.1 Surveys 

Online surveys are easily distributed over a large and 

varied population and can be used to gain valuable 

quantitative data. Surveys can reveal the general con-

sensus of a group and showcase what kind of values 

and wishes are most prominent throughout them. It 

is an effective method to get a large amount of data 

relatively quickly, so they are used as part of this UX 

research. 

For this survey, the goal is to reveal the general pub-

lic’s thoughts and experiences with biodiversity, roof 

gardens, and green spaces in general. Therefore, the 

survey is split up into three categories, namely: 

• The current use and experience of available 

green spaces 

• The understanding and experience of biodi-

versity 

• The wishes and concerns surrounding 3D 

green spaces (green roofs and connec-

tions) 

To gain an understanding of what is the current view 

on (3D) green spaces, respondents will answer ques-

tions about their current practices in green spaces, 

and which features of a park either improves or wors-

ens their experience. Their understanding and experi-

ence of biodiversity is measured by their favourite ac-

tivities related to the  

5.2.2 Interviews 

Interviews give more in-depth answers than surveys, 

resulting in qualitative data that can be used to inspire 

the design proposal. The interviews for this research 

are done on location in Amsterdam Zuidoost with 

people present on the street. There are four general 

questions, which form the base for any other question 

that arise during the conversation. This way, the inter-

views are not too rigid, and allow for interpretation 

and more insight on the values behind each answer. 

The four base questions are determined as follows: 

1. Why do you come to the Amsterdamse 

Poort? 

2. How would you describe the Amsterdamse 

Poort? 

3. What would you like to see in the public 

green space (on roofs)? 

4. What do you think are the biggest chal-

lenges when building green roofs here? 

The interviews are kept short to lower the bar for in-

terviewees, as people on the street generally do not 

want to be interrupted from their activities for too 

Absorption

Active
participation

Passive
participation

Immersion

Entertainment Educational

EscapistAesthetic

Figure 5.5: The four realms of experience put into 

concrete principles (Pain & Gilmore, 1998) 
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long. The persons interviewed on the street speak 

mainly for themselves, but by also interviewing repre-

sentatives of the neighbourhood, more general values 

should become clear as well. 

5.2.3 Observations 

Observations describe behavioural patterns of the us-

ers and residents around the Amsterdamse Poort. 

They can reveal certain wishes and needs from the 

users that they would not necessarily articulate in a 

survey or interview. At the same time, they generate 

quantitative data by counting the amount of people 

related to a certain group or activity. The observations 

for this research are carried out on four locations, 

them being: 

• Amsterdamse Poort 

• Johan Cruijff Boulevard 

• Nelson Mandela Park 

• Cumulus Park 

Each location is being observed for a total of 2 hours, 

at different times of the day. Next to quantifying the 

amount of people present, notable actions or activi-

ties are also described. For each location, their fea-

tures and limitations are observed and noted as well. 

5.2.4 Amsterdam participation data 

An important aspect of data gathering is also looking 

at data that is already available. The municipality of 

Amsterdam has done participation meetings with the 

residents of Amsterdam Zuidoost in 2019 [29]. These 

gatherings resulted in some points said by the resi-

dents and an evaluation of the municipality whether 

they can do something with them. 

Although many points discuss topics not necessarily 

related to 3D biodiversity implementation, some ex-

press direct wishes surrounding the public space and 

green roofs. These points will be part of the data syn-

thesized in this research. 

5.3 Data synthesis 

The data gathered throughout the UX research is put 

together in an overview sheet. This sheet contains all 

answers from the survey, summarized phrases from 

the interviews done on location, and comments re-

lated to the observed experience of the surrounding 

areas. This way, all the results are in one place which 

allows for a better overview and quicker synthesisa-

tion. When all data is made readily available, the re-

sults are processed using categorization, and turned 

into user scenarios which will be used as part of the 

design ideation phase. 

Figure 5.6: Locations of observations around the Amsterdamse Poort. Picture by Google 
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5.3.1 Categorization 

All relevant data is categorized into four categories, 

each of which are again divided into multiple subsec-

tions. The categorization allows for easier processing 

of the results, as it reveals the general opinions and 

wishes surrounding each aspect of 3D biodiversity. 

The categorization is as follows: 

1. Current experience of green spaces (parks, 

forests, lakes, etc.) 

a. Definition 

b. Experience 

c. Features 

2. Understanding and experience of biodiver-

sity 

a. Definition 

b. Experience 

c. Responsibility 

3. Wishes and concerns surrounding green 

roofs and connections 

a. Wishes 

b. Concerns 

c. Commitment 

4. Other factors 

a. Mentioned examples of green 

roofs 

b. Amsterdamse Poort opinions 

5.3.2 Themes & user scenarios 

After the data is categorized, it is used to generate 

multiple themes. These themes are focus points that 

come forward multiple times in the results of the UX 

research. Each theme is elaborated upon and design 

factors that influence them are also identified. During 

ideation, the themes can be used to formulate the re-

quirements of the design concept. 

Another used form of interpretation consists of user 

scenarios of green spaces. User scenarios are short 

stories inspired by the research data that inherently 

show the needs and requirements of a design, as they 

highlight what users will do with the public space. The 

scenarios are fictional but can be used as ideals for 

the design to strive for. 
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6.1 Background 

The proposed 3D biodiversity implementation will fol-

low a certain design method. This method is sup-

posed to give quick oversight in what solution affects 

which aspects and how different solutions can be 

combined in order to design as effectively as possi-

ble. The municipality of Amsterdam already has a de-

sign method which could be further developed, and it 

will be used as the baseline of this approach (van den 

Berg, van der Made, Oosterheerd, Riccetti, 2020). The 

method resulting from this research will be an addi-

tion to the method of Amsterdam, so that the munici-

pality can use it in future projects as well. The new so-

lutions will be formatted in the same manner, as ex-

plained here. 

6.1.1 System Engineering Basis 

The method is based on a system engineering ap-

proach which incorporates a decision structure on 3 

levels of management, see figure 6.1. Those levels are 

strategic, tactical, and operational, respectively. Fol-

lowing this systemic approach makes individual de-

sign solutions more effective, coherent, and comple-

mentary (Gremion, Figueiredo, Vazquez & Alves, 

2019). 

Strategic management is making decision on the 

highest level of the pyramid and relates to company 

ideals such as the overall vision or long-term goals. 

The second level of the pyramid is tactical manage-

ment. This is where the ideals of the company are in-

corporated into more concrete methods and 

measures. The lowest level of the pyramid is opera-

tional, where the methods and measures are put to 

6. Method  
Expansion 

Approach  
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Individual projects, local programs
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Abstract
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“Amsterdam has a circular
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Figure 6.1: A systemic approach to engineering & decision making 
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use through local projects and short-term programs. 

The previously determined strategies and ideals are 

translated into concrete solutions that fit the local re-

quirements of each project. 

6.1.2 Themes of design 

The municipality of Amsterdam has created its own 

systemic method for designing public space facilities 

on a city wide scale, in order for all local projects and 

renovation to be complementary and work together. 

This way, the projects do not interfere with each other 

when looking at mobility or electricity infrastructure, 

for instance. 

There is a total of 7 themes in the current design 

method, listed as follows: 

1. L – Living environment 

2. M – Materials 

3. R – Mobility 

4. B – Soil and subsoil 

5. E – Energy 

6. F – Flora & fauna 

7. W – Water 

Each theme is interconnected with each other, and 

they all operate on 5 levels of design. All the proposed 

design solutions are categorized in one of these lev-

els. The five levels are listed from small to large scale, 

as follows: 

1. GB – Building 

2. KA – Building lot 

3. OR – Public Space 

4. NE – Network 

5. GE – Area 

Every theme has their own measures and solutions 

related to each design level, and the solutions often 

combine with solutions of other themes on other lev-

els. For example, when looking at the theme of water 

management on the level of individual buildings, a wa-

ter retaining roof is a measure that can be taken to 

hold excess rainwater. A specific way of doing so is 

by incorporating a green roof. This solution can then 

be combined with purifying the rainwater after collec-

tion, which is a measure related to the theme of soil, 

for a whole area. 

Each solution has a unique code, so that they can be 

quickly found and linked to other solutions. The build-

up of that code is explained in figure 6.2. 

6.2 Measures of interest 

The current method of Amsterdam has many solu-

tions for its 7 themes, but some particular solutions 

fit well within the scope of this research. These solu-

tions will be incorporated in the design concept, as 

well as the promising combinations with newly added 

measures. The points of interest are listed here per 

corresponding theme. Interpretations of the solutions 

as part of the design method can be found in appen-

dix A.4. An example of how the solutions are format-

ted can be seen in figure 6.3. 

6.2.1 Flora & Fauna 

The most straight-forward theme that directly relates 

to this research is the one concerning the greenery in 

Figure 6.2: Breakdown of an example code used in the Amsterdam design method 
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public spaces. Using measures from this theme, a de-

signed public space will become more attractive for 

local biodiversity, including vegetation, insects, and 

small wildlife like squirrels. Therefore, this theme is 

essential to incorporate throughout the method ex-

pansion and design proposal. 

The currently available measures of this theme that 

are relevant to this research are: 

• F-NE2: Fauna passage 

• F-NE3: Corridor for small organisms 

• F-GB1: Green walls 

• F-GB2: Nestling opportunities 

• F-GB3: Nature friendly roof 

6.2.2 Water 

The second theme of relevance is considered to be 

water. When designing with measures from this 

theme, the hydrology of the public space will improve, 

and water use can become more efficient at the same 

time, with the help of local water storage and reuse. 

These will be essential in the future, when extreme 

rainfall will be more common, clean water will be 

Figure 6.3: An example of solutions part of the method by the city of Amsterdam 
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scarce, and watering gardens with drinking water 

might be prohibited. 

The current measures that can be taken relevant to 

designing 3D biodiversity are: 

• W-GE1: Adding green 

• W-OR3: Infiltration through pathways 

• W-KA1: Green walls 

• W-GB1: Water storage on roof 

• W-GB2: Smart rainwater storage 

6.2.3 Living environment 

Next up, there is the theme of living environment. The 

living environment of a public space facilitates the 

pleasure of being outside. This is mainly related to 

shielding from harsh weather conditions, like the sun 

or rain. Designing with measures of this theme means 

a cooler, shielded public space that mitigates the UHI 

effect instead of amplifying it. 

The relevant measures of this theme are: 

• L-GE1: Less hardened surfaces  

• L-NE1: Creating shadows on pathways 

• L-OR1: Creating shadows using structures 

• L-OR3: Cooling with plant evaporation 

• L-KA3: Green property divisions 

• L-GB2: Cooler buildings with evaporation 

6.2.4 Energy 

The final theme concerns energy generation in the 

public space. The solution corresponding to this 

theme are all sustainable ways of creating and con-

serving energy, in both thermal and electrical form. 

Using these measures means a self-sufficient sus-

tainable public space that even has the potential to 

generate revenue by selling the electricity back to its 

consumers.  

This theme is the least relevant of all four, but does 

have one measure that links to this research: 

• E-GB1: Solar or bioenergy generation 

6.3 Ideation 

The existing integral design method of Amsterdam 

has already many different solutions and perspec-

tives on how the public space can and should look 

like. This research aims to provide additional 

measures that add to the existing solutions, specifi-

cally measures that relate to 3D biodiversity imple-

mentation. These measures will contain generalized 

solutions that can be applicable to any form of public 

green space, just like the rest of the method. They will 

be based on the insights gained from this research 

and provide a potential new angle of perspective on 

public space design due to its emphasis on UX. 

The new measures will follow from an extensive ide-

ation process, in which many forms of ideas are 

thought of with the help of inspiration gained from the 

previous research done. This ideation phase makes 

use of different phases and techniques, which are de-

scribed here. 

The resulting measures are also used as fundamental 

building blocks considering the design proposal of the 

case study. Therefore, the ideation phase of the 

method and design proposal will largely overlap, and 

the approach is only discussed here. 

6.3.1 Phases overview 

The ideation process acts as a bridge between two 

points of this research. The starting point consists of 

all the research done prior, which is mostly data gath-

ered through literature, interviews, and observations. 

The other end of the bridge consists of feasible and 

effective measures, that take all aspects into account 

and can be linked back to the data. 

To bridge this gap, an ideation method is used that is 

based on certain techniques, which can be called 

games, distributed over three distinctive phases 

(Gray, Brown & Macanufo, 2010). Each phase contrib-

utes an important aspect of ideation, and they are de-

fined as follows: 
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1. Divergence (opening) 

2. Exploration 

3. Convergence (closing) 

The first phase is a divergence of ideas and mostly 

consists of inspiring the creative mind so that it can 

be used to its maximum potential. This phase is un-

disturbed by critical thinking or scepticism, as it ena-

bles the complete opposite. No idea is too crazy for 

this stage, and anything is possible. This mindset will 

generate a large and diverse set of ideas. 

The second phase is about the exploration of those 

ideas. It looks for any patterns or analogies that link 

certain ideas. Those links are what make certain ideas 

effective. Prominent aspects of the design are further 

examined, and their implications are becoming more 

detailed. However, nothing is set in stone just yet. 

The final phase is the convergence of ideas. Here, eve-

rything is assessed and thought of critically. Ideas are 

evaluated on their feasibility and relevance, and when 

this phase is over, there are only concrete yet effective 

design measures left. 

6.3.2 Techniques 

Following this ideation approach, the process can be 

both documented and maximized in its effectivity. To 

accommodate the three phases, multiple techniques 

or games are used. Each technique can inspire, exper-

iment with, or assess the ideas, based on how they 

are used. The used techniques are shown in their 

chronological positions as part of the ideation journey 

through the phases in figure 6.4. 

The technique used during the divergence phase is 

associative mind mapping. This means that some ab-

stract terms coming out of prior research are disman-

tled and anything associated to them is listed. This 

can be done with textual mind maps, but also with pic-

tures, which creates mood boards. Another technique 

used is the anti-problem, which showcases the exact 

opposite of the proposed solution, and may uncover 

any aspects that previously stayed unnoticed. 

During the exploration phase, the focus is more on us-

ing the previously identified associations and linking 

them with each other. This is done by linking different 

design values to stakeholders and analysing them us-

ing the dilemma-driven design framework. This 

framework is a tool that shows conflicting concerns 

of mutually exclusive choices within one design. Each 

value has a positive gain and negative pain, and they 

should be weighed against each other. 

The final phase is embodied with the help of the re-

quirements of the design proposal. The ideas are ma-

terialised into design blocks, taking the shape of gen-

eral measures and solutions that can be implemented 

both in the method and the case study design. 

Figure 6.4: The journey taken during ideation visualised with the used techniques 
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7.1 Identification  

The first step of creating a rooftop park is identifying 

which walls and roofs are suitable for a 3D ecological 

network. This process is done by visiting the Amster-

damse Poort and looking at its current build-up. Inac-

cessible roofs and their dimensions are analysed with 

the help of satellite images provided by Google Earth. 

7.1.1 Levels 

The Amsterdamse Poort is an interesting shopping 

mall in the sense that it somewhat already makes use 

of different levels. This is because it is surrounded by 

elevated roads that were part of the first modernistic 

design of the Bijlmer. Parking lots and their access 

points are elevated above the walking area between 

the buildings. This unique way of construction means 

that there are multiple levels, with some roofs already 

accessible and capable of carrying larger loads. 

There are a total of 4 levels identified, which are col-

our-coded based on their height, see figure 7.1. The 

first one is the ground level, which serves as the base-

line of reference at 0 meters high. Although it has po-

tential to become part of a 3D biodiverse park, it is out 

of the scope of this research. It is colour coded as 

green, but not shown on this map to keep oversight. 

The next level is colour coded as light blue, and is at 

the height of the Bijlmer roads surrounding the shop-

ping mall, standing 5 meters above ground level. 

These roofs are all publicly accessible and currently 

mostly used as parking lots, which means they have 

a high load capacity, suitable for carrying water or soil 

as well. For this research, it is assumed that the park-

ing lots can be relocated underground or elsewhere, 

so that the destination plan is altered to be that of a 

park. 

The next level is colour coded as purple, and show-

cases the roofs that are in between the other two lev-

els. They are 8 to 10 meters high. Except for the small 

walkways connecting front doors to the public space, 

these roofs are currently mostly inaccessible. Due to 

their midway position between levels, they offer a 

great opportunity in creating an access to the higher 

roofs. 

The final level is colour coded as red, and lay about 16 

meters above the ground. These roofs are located 

above social rent residences spanning through the 

shopping centre. This entire area is currently inacces-

sible, but due to their elongated shapes and coverage, 

they can be great for providing connections between 

the hubs. However, their location above private space 

should be taken into account as well. 

7.1.2 Accessibility 

As mentioned before, the shopping mall already incor-

porates multiple levels of public space. This means 

that there are also some vertical access points al-

ready available. These access points are marked on 

the map using a round icon. The colour gradients 

showcase which levels they connect. The points con-

sist of both concrete stairways and elevators. Due to 

the current set-up of accessibility, they only connect 

the ground level to the blue roofs, and some purple 

ones. 

7. Design 
Proposal 

Approach  
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For the 3D rooftop park to become fully accessible, it 

should incorporate more access points throughout 

the area. These potential new access points are 

marked with square icons and a + sign. They can take 

on many forms: currently empty walls can be used to 

locate new stairs, connecting the red roofs to the pub-

lic space. Or already existing stairways and elevators 

on the inside of buildings can be extended to go all the 

way up. Both options were used when looking at po-

tential new vertical access points. 

Other ways of making roofs accessible is by connect-

ing them with each other horizontally. This is also dis-

played on the map, in between the red roofs. These 

horizontal connections serve as bridges both for the 

ecological network as well as the users. They are to 

be placed on the places where the roof are close to-

gether, to save additional construction costs and 

heavy structure loads. To accommodate the accessi-

bility for users throughout the entirety of the park, 

lines are drawn on the roofs that resemble possible 

new or additional pathways. 

7.2 Functionalities 

Next up, the actual space on top of these roofs is to 

be designed. This is done with the help of different 

functionalities for individual roofs. The functionalities 

were part of the ideation that is discussed in a later 

chapter, but their exact definitions will be described 

as part of the final proposal. 

7.2.1 Distribution 

The square icon on certain roofs display which main 

function that hub should have. There are a total of 6 

different functions distributed throughout the park. 

These are: 

• Playgrounds 

• Sport fields 

• Nature gardens (free vegetation) 

• Event fields 

• Communal gardens 

• Canopy walks 

Some functionalities are displayed more than once, 

since the roofs of Amsterdamse Poort accommodate 

a large area with plenty of space to design for. The 

roofs with the same functionality will generally incor-

porate the same design. 

The locations of functionalities are chosen based on 

what roof is underneath. For example, communal gar-

dens can be owned and used by the residents living 

underneath, as to not disturb their living space. Cur-

rently inaccessible purple roofs will mostly focus on 

natural functionality so that they retain partly isolated 

and do not need lots of new infrastructure. The large 

roof in the middle covers up only shops, and can 

house other public accommodations like in this case 

events. 

7.3 Design concepts 

Considering the large size of the entire rooftop park, 

the design concept will consist of a generalized de-

sign that showcases the fundamental features that 

are present throughout the park. Next to this, multiple 

detailed concepts are created based on 8 focus 

points. These focus points each showcase a different 

functionality or form of accessibility and are marked 

with magnifying glasses on the map. This means that 

a total of 9 concepts are created. 

7.3.1 Assumptions & requirements 

The design concept makes use of some assumptions 

and requirements, which are based on the results ob-

tained during previous research. They respectively de-

termine the scope and direction of the design con-

cepts. The assumptions are as follows: 

1. There is no limit on economic budget for in-

vestment or maintenance. 

2. The roofs of the Amsterdamse Poort are 

built to withstand a load of at least 300 

kg/m2, or can be modified to do so. 
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With these assumptions, the scope of the design will 

be limited to mostly showcase user and environmen-

tal functionality. However, the feasibility of all aspects 

is still considered. 

The requirements determine what features the design 

should focus on. Although they are based on the ex-

plorative research, the exact definitions stem from the 

results of the UX research and the ideation process, 

which are discussed in a later chapter. The require-

ments are listed here: 

• The design has need for little maintenance 

• The design is connected between roofs and 

levels 

• The design is accessible and features multi-

ple routes 

• The design is safe 

• The design is for the people of Amsterdam 

Zuidoost 

• The design brings people in close contact 

with nature 

• The design is beneficial to biodiversity 

• The design is weatherproof 

• The design is future-proof & self-sustaining 

The requirements are used to guide and select ideas 

that are created during the ideation phase. The 9 con-

cepts aim to make sure all requirements are met. This 

is evaluated in the conclusion of the research. 

7.3.2 Method incorporation 

The other major part of this research is the expansion 

of the integral design method of Amsterdam. The de-

sign concepts will incorporate this method with an 

emphasis on the newly added measures and catego-

ries. The concepts will act as examples of possible in-

terpretations of the new solutions. They aim to an-

swer the question of how the tactical measures can 

practically look like when implemented on an existing 

site, next to the design question. 

Both the general design concept as well as the 8 de-

tailed concepts will showcase multiple measures, and 

list them individually. The general design showcases 

measures taken throughout the entirety of the park, 

and the detailed concepts mostly show more specific 

implementation of measures and combinations of so-

lutions. The design concepts result from the same 

ideation process described in the approach of the 

method expansion, since the proposals are linked to 

certain additional measures. 
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Results & 
Conclusions

This final part showcases all the results obtained

and created as part of the thesis. The results are

organized in the same order as described in the

approach, with three different sections discussed

separately. First, the results of the user research

are shown. After that, the method expansion is

described, as well as the ideation process leading

up to it. Next, the design proposal of a rooftop

park on Amsterdamse Poort is explained, and

linked to the method expansion. In the final

chapter, the findings are summarized per section

and a reflection is presented for the entire design

process.
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8.1 Data Overview 

The user research was conducted with the help of 

people throughout the Netherlands, the locals and vis-

itors of Amsterdam Zuidoost, and additional inter-

views with experts and representatives talking about 

their point of view. All data is shown here categorised 

in three segments, as discussed in the approach, in 

figure 8.1. The backdrop symbols represent with 

which method that particular data was gathered. 

Their meaning is explained in the legend at the end of 

the figure. 
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8.2 Conclusions 

The gathered data is interpreted first in straightfor-

ward conclusions, also done per category, in order to 

start transforming the gathered data into aspects that 

can be designed for. The conclusions focus on func-

tionalities or experiences discussed during the user 

research. They are all directly based on the statistics 

and quotes in the previous overview. 

8.2.1 Current experiences 

Taking casual walks appears to be the most common 

form of green space use, whether it is taking a stroll 

during lunch break, walking the dog, or just passing 

through. In the Bijlmer, residents would love a place to 

grow their own spices and vegetables. Current pro-

jects of communal gardening spaces are already very 

popular. 

For other visitors, the scenery is of importance, as 

well as a place for casual meet-ups. There should be 

space to participate in sports, for children and adults 

alike. Wild nature is what people miss the most, and 

locally, their own gardening opportunities. The Nelson 

Mandela Park is a good demonstration of how green 

space in the Bijlmer is used. 

8.2.2 Understanding of biodiversity 

People have a basic understanding of what biodiver-

sity entails, and it is clear to most that variation of the 

environment and balance is of great importance. 

There is room for education. Larger green bodies and 

plants in general represents biodiversity in the best 

way. 

Biodiversity is mostly experienced through walking 

and exploring. The wholistic and indirect experiences 

are important, including more senses than just the 

visuals. The experience can be more intensive, but not 

too invasive. Educative natural playgrounds could 

help increase awareness in children. 

Biodiversity plays a relatively large role in people’s life, 

and in the Bijlmer some Surinamese especially have 

knowledge of natural processes and can put it to 

good use through private gardens. 

8.2.3 Wishes and concerns 

Nearly everyone is positive about the development of 

green roofs in general and in the area of the Amster-

damse Poort. The biggest worry is economical: where 

does the money come from? For the Bijlmer, safety 

also is an issue. 

Local residents are also concerned with the identity 

and culture of the Bijlmer and are afraid that it may be 

lost to the gentrification of the area. Clear communi-

cation is extremely important: if there is something 

like a responsibility or entrance fee, the users want to 

know what it is for. 

Figure 8.1. Summarizing overview of the user research results 
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8.3 Theme analysis 

Based on the overview, there are three different ways 

identified of how residents and other users use a pub-

lic park. 

8.3.1 Mobility 

A common reason to go outside is to move from point 

A to B. This can be either for recreational purposes or 

a necessity. During this commuting, the user is expe-

riencing the environment in a mostly indirect manner. 

For the design, this means that pathways should con-

nect different parts of the park, so that users can get 

to their destination fast and easy. At the same time, 

the paths should allow for strolling and recreative 

walks, with a nice view and no dead ends. 

8.3.2 Natural interaction 

The UX research is partly focussing on activities relat-

ing to biodiversity, so there are some diverse answers 

on how users can interact with nature. Most interac-

tions are soft, such as photography or spotting ani-

mals. Others are more intensive, like collecting leaves 

or planting seeds. For most experiences, biodiversity 

itself is an important factor. The peace of mind that 

inherently is part of (large) natural environments also 

has an influence. 

8.3.3 User interaction 

Another form of interaction that is a recurring theme 

in the data, is user interaction. This is defined as any 

interaction with the public space that does not involve 

nature, but other users. Activities such as sports, 

meetings, or cultural phenomena like music and 

dance. For these experiences, less natural and more 

practical constructions are required. Factors like 

safety and community identity are important when 

designing for these interactions. 

8.4 User Scenarios 

The final format consists of scenarios, that came 

about during ideation. They are based on generalized 

but distinctively different types of users that were 

observed during the field research. User scenarios are 

fictional stories of how users and residents can use 

green roofs and public spaces and what functionality 

they will need in order to make these ideal scenarios 

plausible. The scenarios are inspired by the answers 

given in the survey and interviews, and the observed 

behaviour. Any aspects of the scenarios that link to 

functionality of the public green space is highlighted, 

so that they can be used as inspiration and evaluation 

of the design concepts (Rosson & Carroll, 2002). 

• Local functionality: Naomi 

Naomi spends the day with her grandchildren. See 

takes them outside to the closest playground. She 

lets the kids play while sitting on a bench, watching 

over them. The kids play safely¸ and grandma doesn’t 

worry too much. After some time, grandma takes the 

kids to her own garden. Here she shows them how to 

grow spices and make tea. When it’s time for dinner, 

the mother picks them up again. 

• Employee lunch break: Hank 

Hank goes to work on his bicycle. It’s healthy and 

faster because he can take shortcuts he would not be 

able to take by car. During lunch, he likes to go outside 

and walk through nature. He likes to get some local 

food as lunch. He can sit & talk with his collegues 

outside. After work, he cycles back home safely. 

• Meaningful experience: Irene 

Irene plans a nice day with her best friend. She goes 

shopping with her at the Amsterdamse Poort. After a 

while, she looks up other activities to do in the area. 

They decide to look at local art that is meaningful to 

the area and accessible for everyone to see and end 

the day doing something exciting. Afterwards, they 

get home easily. 
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9.1 Overview 

The Amsterdam method is an integral approach to 

designing the public space and combining multiple 

disciplines into effective multifunctional solutions. 

The method is already available for use but continues 

to develop, adding more measures and more catego-

ries to the solutions. This research suggests an ex-

pansion to the integral design method by adding a 

new category, user functionality (G). Next to that, it 

provides new additional measures for both this cate-

gory and other already existing ones. This method ex-

pansion aims to answer the design question of how 

to implement 3D biodiversity, which is one interpreta-

tion of the general research question. 

9.2 Ideation 

The solutions came about during the ideation pro-

cess. This process consisted of three phases. 

• Divergence (opening) 

• Exploration 

• Convergence (closing) 

Each phase created different outputs that were then 

used for the next step. The outputs of all phases are 

described here. 

9.2.1 Divergence 

The first phase was meant to spark the imagination 

for a fruitful brainstorm session. This inspiration took 

the form of mind maps, mood boards, and a brain-

storming technique called the anti-problem. All of 

them are in turn inspired by the results of the 

9. Method 
Expansion 

Results  

Figure 9.1: Associative mind maps of the three 

categories from the research question 
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explorative research as well as the UX research, 

based on the gathered literature, interviews, and ob-

servations. 

The first mind maps focused on the different catego-

ries identified in the research and design question, 

namely the user, the city, and the environment. They 

are shown in figure 9.1. These broad and abstract 

terms were the basis of more specific aspects of 3D 

biodiversity implementation. The mind maps pro-

vided insight on many possible relevant design as-

pects and also laid the groundwork for identifying the 

values of each category. 

Other mind maps and mood boards focused on some 

of these aspects of 3D biodiversity and then used 

them to look at possible interpretations. They can be 

found in appendix A.6. They consist of large picture 

collages surrounding one aspect and contain any-

thing from examples of natural user experience to as-

sociative imagery. The idea was that nothing is too 

crazy, so it generated many interesting solutions and 

new aspects that may not be thought of directly when 

designing green roofs, although some not necessarily 

feasible. It mainly acts as inspiration that helps the 

creative mind during concept generation. The topics 

that were made into mood boards or new mind maps 

were each linked to one of the three categories, as fol-

lows: 

• Play  

• Expression  

• Community  

• Water  

• Accessibility  

• Communication  

• Construction  

• Stimulation  

Next to these, an anti-problem was solved. This 

shows how a polar opposite of the perceived design 

solution would look like and is a clear representation 

of all the problems the design concept will have to ei-

ther prevent or solve. This solution is shown in figure 

9.2, and depicts a nice but maintenance-heavy gar-

den, with exotic plants and a fixed symmetric design. 

9.2.2 Exploration 

The next phase focusses on finding links and explor-

ing the available data in a creative way. This was done 

Figure 9.2: The solution to the anti-problem, showcasing everything the final design needs to avoid 
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with the help of user scenarios, values, and design di-

lemmas. The three user scenarios are part of the re-

sults of the user research. 

The first set of values were again based on the three 

categories of the research and design question. Each 

category has their own wishes and needs surrounding 

3D biodiversity, and sometimes they can be mutually 

exclusive. The environment has values like flexibility, 

which can be hard to combine with efficiency, a value 

linked to the city. Both values have their ups and 

downs, and the design dilemmas help in finding a bal-

ance or solution between them. 

A second set of values focused solely on the users of 

3D biodiversity. The three different users and corre-

sponding scenarios also display certain values that 

can clash with each other. For this reason, extra de-

sign dilemmas were visualized as a balance needs to 

be achieved between these as well. Figure 9.2 shows 

the categories and their related values. The dillemas 

between them are shown in appendix A.8. 

9.2.3 Convergence 

The last phase acts as a means of converging all cre-

ated content and forming concrete solutions solving 

clearly stated problems. To achieve this, the require-

ments of the design concept were used as problems, 

with each individual requirement being solved in mul-

tiple ways. This created a selection of design blocks, 

that can be found in appendix A.9. 

The solutions of the requirements are selected based 

on the previous research and expertise gathered, so 

that they are both effective in solving the problem and 

feasible. They take on the form of customizable 

measures that can be taken in the public space. After 

the solutions are selected, they are fitted into the cat-

egories of the Amsterdam method as a way of ex-

panding the general toolbox of public space design. 

9.3 Additional measures 

There are some solutions that tie in with already ex-

isting categories of the Amsterdam design method. 

They are intentionally generalized so that they can fit 

Figure 9.2: The categories and their design values 
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into other designs around the city and realised in 

other ways that were not thought of during the idea-

tion process. Next to this, each measure can also be 

combined with other measures from the same or dif-

ferent categories. The additional measures are listed 

here. Their practical solutions, schematic imagery 

and links between the other measures can be found 

in appendix A.10. 

9.3.1 Mobility 

The category of mobility (M) is still largely in develop-

ment and not part of the current publicized design 

method. However, some proposed measures part of 

a public rooftop design can be tied into the category 

of mobility. The measures mainly focus on the acces-

sibility for users of 3D greenery, so that any form of 

green roof has added value for its surrounding resi-

dents. The new measures are elevated walkways (M-

NE1) and vertical accessibility (M-KA1). 

The first measure, elevated walkways, is a way of con-

necting different pathways on different levels. They 

are non-intrusive in their construction, using fixed 

points of contact with the building construction. This 

property can help in distributing the load of such 

structures to strong points in the foundation of the 

building, making roofs visible without them neces-

sarily needing to support people on every spot. They 

can serve as attraction, providing people with a nice 

view, while leaving the vegetation alone. Figure 9.3 

shows an example of such a walkway. 

The second measure for the aspect of mobility is ver-

tical accessibility, which focusses on getting users to 

elevated areas. This is an important aspect for a roof-

top park, as it makes them easily accessible in a safe 

way for a large audience. These vertical connections 

can be combined with vertically growing greenery so 

that a natural network is created as well. This adds 

more functionality to the vertical access point. An ex-

ample of this can be found in the design proposal. 

9.3.2 Living environment 

The second relevant category is the living environ-

ment (L), as it is closely related to the UX of a public 

space. However, measures related to the living envi-

ronment are more about creating a pleasant atmos-

phere in a passive manner. This is mostly done by 

shielding visitors from harsh weather conditions, 

such as rain or sun. An additional measure in this re-

gard that could prove necessary on an elevated roof-

top is adding wind shields (L-KA4). 

The wind shields are needed on roofs that have no en-

vironmental shielding against the wind, to protect 

both the present vegetation and users. Adding wind 

shields to the roof increases safety and makes the 

overall experience more pleasant. The wind shields 

should become part of the 3D greenery, as they pro-

vide great opportunity for the creation of new micro 

habitats or shelter for small wildlife (Vanneste et al., 

2020). They can also act as division between certain 

areas with different functionalities or goals, for exam-

ple between busy grass fields and more isolated 

green hubs. 

9.3.3 Flora & fauna 

Flora & fauna (F) is a category mainly focused on en-

hancing the local natural network. When it comes to 

3D biodiversity, there are some measures that can 

also prove beneficial for the biodiversity and vegeta-

tion in other public space designs, even if there are no 

roofs involved. The proposed additional measures are 

resilient matured soil (F-GE1), robust vegetation (F-

GE2), and connections (F-NE5). 
Figure 9.3: Example of a wooden elevated board-

walk. Picture by Greenspace Designs 
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The first measure is the creation of a resilient matured 

soil. This means a soil that needs little maintenance 

to sustain itself and adds to local biodiversity in a sus-

tainable way. A resilient soil can be realised by creat-

ing intentionally oligotrophic conditions, meaning that 

there are little nutrients present in the soil, see figure 

9.4. Although this sounds contradicting, it actually in-

creases local biodiversity as there is no dominant spe-

cies overtaking all others (Isbell et al., 2013). It also 

means that anything that grows on top of such soil 

will inherently be able to better withstand harsh con-

ditions like draughts. To kickstart healthy soil on top 

of isolated green roofs, inoculation can be used to cre-

ate favourable starting conditions. By transplanting 

soil from other local vacant lots, vegetation and mi-

cro-organisms do not need to start all over, which 

speeds up growth (Benetková et al., 2020).  

The next measure focuses on the vegetation, which 

should consist of robust vegetation. When designing 

a green space that is to be beneficial to the local envi-

ronment, the plants should be part of it and stay alive 

without much nutrition (Sinclair, 2011). This can be 

best achieved by giving the environment plenty of lee-

way to grow as it pleases, creating and sustaining it-

self without need for costly maintenance or planning. 

Another measure that can be taken focuses on creat-

ing a natural network by using connections, between 

both horizontally and vertically aligned green hubs. 

These connections create opportunities for both 

plants, insects, and even small wildlife to traverse be-

tween green spaces, increasing flexibility and 

strength of the local ecosystem (Justus & Sarkar, 

2002). The complexity of a connection can range 

from non-intrusive structures like ropes to stepping-

stones or small ecoducts. 

9.4 Additional category 

Next to the aforementioned additional measures, the 

ideation also resulted in an entirely new category. This 

category is called User Functionality (G) and, as its 

name suggests, focuses on the functionality of users 

of a public space. This whole new category allows for 

many new measures to be introduced that will add 

value to a public space and can be combined with 

other measures of the design method. The measures 

belonging to this new category are listed here. 

9.4.1 Natural play facilities 

As part of 3D greenery, natural play facilities offer 

great opportunity for recreation and education of 

younger users. Natural playgrounds are favoured over 

artificially designed versions as natural elements are 

better for the development of children into adulthood. 

Natural play facilities can take on the shape of a water 

garden (G-OR1-1), play forest (G-OR1-2) or scavenger 

hunt (G-OR1-3). 

A water garden is in its foundation a playground with 

access to water. This can take the shape of an open 

waterway, fountain, or man powered pump. To pre-

vent accumulation of algae or mosquitoes, it is pre-

ferred that the available water should flow. Water is 

one of the most interesting natural elements that are 

part of natural playgrounds, so it is a great opportunity 

for added user experience (Wang, Woolley, Tang, 

Hsiao-yi & Luo, 2017). When a building needs to have 

a rainwater storage, this water can be reused for the 

water playground, see figure 9.5. 

A play forest is a fun way of giving larger vegetation 

added functionality. By creating small pathways 

through densely vegetated areas, children can explore 

Figure 9.4: An oligotrophic landscape. Picture by 

Susanne Kuijpers 
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the paths and create their own games that make use 

of them. Vegetation is, together with water, a favoured 

natural element for playing and requires little design 

or planning (Wang et al., 2017). 

A natural scavenger hunt is a form of educative recre-

ation that needs little design. By encouraging children 

to scavenge the perimeter and search for certain in-

sects or flowers, they are active in the natural environ-

ment and possibly intrigued by it. The scavenger hunt 

can be digitally enhanced, combining the physical lo-

cation of QR codes with augmented reality. 

9.4.2 Sport facilities 

It has been established that visiting a natural environ-

ment increases physical well-being indirectly, but 

there can also be a more direct application. An im-

portant reason for adults to go outside is to exercise, 

and sport facilitation in the area can aide with this 

healthy habit (Oliveros, Serón, Lanas & Bangdiwala, 

2021). The facilities can take the shape of sport equip-

ment (G-OR2-1), or sport fields (G-OR2-2). 

Sport equipment is essentially the allocation of fixed 

tools that train certain muscles. Different equipment 

can be put together as a circuit to accommodate a full 

body workout. It can also take the form of a large 

climbing rack, leaving the exact forms of training up 

to the users themselves. Having this equipment avail-

able for free may lower the bar for local residents that 

may not be able to go to a fitness centre. 

The other option is a sport field, like a football or bas-

ketball field. It can give both children and older parties 

an opportunity to play sports and socialize. The field 

can be part of a healthy soil if it makes use of real 

grass, although this does require additional mainte-

nance. 

9.4.3 Cultural facilitation 

Public space can also accommodate some cultural 

functionality, as a way for people to express them-

selves or come together. This will strengthen their 

bond with the public space and increases the feeling 

of a shared responsibility (Fonseca, Lukosch & Bra-

zier, 2018).  The cultural functionality can be realised 

as either a sculpture garden (G-OR3-1) or podium (G-

OR3-2). 

A sculpture garden is a broad term covering any form 

of tangible art that becomes part of the local environ-

ment. Sculpture gardens can facilitate actual sculp-

tures, or other forms of art such as graffiti or tempo-

rary exhibitions. It can function as an aesthetic attrac-

tion both for local residents as well as one-time visi-

tors of the area. It is also non-intrusive to the vegeta-

tion nearby. 

The other option entails a publicly accessible podium. 

This podium can be either fully accessible or open for 

rent in order to create revenue. It can be used by any 

local cultural incentive, like theatre groups, musicians, 

or be part of a festival. A proper podium has space for 

an audience, so a larger open space is a necessary 

part of the design. This can be combined with many 

other user functionalities and also be part of a healthy 

resilient soil by keeping it uncovered.  

9.4.4 Meeting spaces 

Although any public space can essentially be a meet-

ing space, certain attributes can be allocated to aide Figure 9.5: Reusing excess rainwater with water 

access to a playground. 
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in this process. This is favourable as it reinforces so-

cial cohesion of a neighbourhood which in turn in-

creases the perceived safety (Fonseca et al., 2018). 

The attributes are listed as follows: standing tables 

(G-OR4-1), circling seats (G-OR4-2), green rooftop ter-

race (G-OR4-3), and shared garden (G-OR4-4). 

The first option, standing tables, is the least intrusive 

one and can best be combined with other facilitations 

like cafeteria or shops. A simple elevated flat surface 

can facilitate many forms of meetings, such as a 

quick lunch or chat. It can take the shape of stand-

alone objects or be integrated in walls or fencing 

around the area. 

Secondly, circling seats is another format that reim-

burses meetings. It is distinctively different from nor-

mal benching as the seats face each other instead of 

all looking in one direction. This allows for easier in-

teraction between users that they can give shape 

themselves, for example through conversation or 

card games. 

A more direct facilitation is a green rooftop terrace. It 

is a concept that is currently one of the most popular 

options when designing an accessible green roof. A 

rooftop terrace lets users lean back and enjoy a nice 

view, while being served drinks or bites from the 

nearby participating cafeteria. This allows for a direct 

form of revenue generation that can turn an otherwise 

costly green roof into a more interesting investment. 

Another interesting option can be a shared garden on 

top of private residencies, see figure 9.6. A green roof 

also enables residents of apartments to have their 

own gardening space that they can use together, re-

imbursing both the social cohesion and feeling of 

shared responsibility. A shared private garden is po-

tentially less effective for the natural environment, but 

if some of the measures are communicated as ad-

vice, it can also serve an educative purpose.  

9.4.5 Horizontal connections 

Horizontal connections are already partly discussed 

as part of the category of Mobility, but since there is 

also an element of user experience to it, some itera-

tions of the connections are fitted into here. The hori-

zontal connections focus on connecting different ele-

vated green hubs with each other in an interesting 

manner. Two iterations of this idea are tree routes (G-

KA1-1) and routes with a view (G-KA1-2). 

Tree routes make use of actual trees or artificial poles 

in between 3D greenery to create an elevated walk-

way. This type of structure is more exciting than a reg-

ular bridge and uses the local natural environment to 

get from A to B. It can be done in many ways, increas-

ing either the play factor or accessibility of the route. 

It depends on what the target group is. 

The other option of designing routes with a view is 

even more broad, in the sense that it is essentially any 

form of walkway that provides a nice view over the 

area. The view can be accommodated with infor-

mation panels, making users more aware of what 

they might be looking at.  

Figure 9.6: Communal gardens brings local resi-

dents in direct contact with natural processes. 
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9.4.6 Vertical connections 

Another important aspect that is inherently part of 3D 

greenery are vertical connections. Again, although al-

ready mentioned as a measure improving Mobility, 

there are iterations that focus less on accessibility 

and more on recreation. The options for vertical user 

connectivity are climbing walls (G-GB1-1), ropes (G-

GB1-2), and slides (G-GB1-3). 

The climbing walls are a fun and physical option for 

able people to get higher up. To ensure safety from 

falling, they should not get any much higher than 2 

meters, much like a bouldering wall. The climbing 

walls can be designed traditionally using grips, or us-

ing porous rocks. The latter option is also beneficial 

for local biodiversity since it acts as a steppingstone. 

This combines the usable connection with a vertical 

natural connection, adding to the multifunctionality of 

the design. 

Another option is to use ropes, either in a singular 

matter or in a certain shape like a web or a rope. 

Ropes are a non-intrusive way to create a physically 

exciting connection between hubs, if the height differ-

ence allows for safe passage. This option can also be 

combined with a natural connection as plants and in-

sects can use the ropes too. A distinction between 

ropes for recreational use and for natural passage 

can be made in order to keep both safe from each 

other. 

A final option is the implementation of slides, allowing 

mainly children to slide down from higher areas to 

lower laying ones. It is a more traditional and tried ver-

tical passage present in most public playgrounds, but 

still recreational and very recognisable to the users. 

All additional measures, solutions and the new 

category are formatted in the same way as the 

existing measures in the Amsterdam design method, 

which can be seen in appendix A.10. An example page 

of the formatted measures is shown in figure 9.8. 

Figure 9.8: Using ropes to create a recreative ver-

tical connection for users. 

Figure 9.8: An example page with two measures and solutions from the new category 
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10.1 Overview 

The design proposal consists of several concepts 

that make use of the integral design method by the 

municipality of Amsterdam, with the added solutions 

for user functionality. The concepts are part of one 

large rooftop park design, almost covering the entirety 

of the Amsterdamse Poort. The proposed designs are 

worked out on a conceptual level to showcase the 

possibilities of the expanded integral design method. 

There are a total of 8 different rooftop designs, each 

featuring a different user functionality. The 8 designs 

are as follows: 

1. Natural play roof 

2. Sports roof 

3. Natural roof 

4. Shared gardening roof 

5. Event roof 

6. Canopy walk 

7. Horizontal connection 

8. Vertical connection 

All designs are based on the previously discussed re-

sults of the explorative literature and UX research. 

They will mostly focus on the environmental and user 

functionality. However, one generalized concept de-

sign will showcase the construction and general fea-

tures that is at the base of all 8 concepts and the rest 

of the rooftop park. 

10.2 General Design 

The rooftop park will have some features that are pre-

sent throughout the park. These features are catego-

rised into 4 sections, based on the focus points of the 

design question. These sections are biodiversity, so-

ciety, local, and future aspects. The aspects are sum-

marized in figure 10.1. 

10.2.1 Design for biodiversity 

One of the core reasons to implement green roofs on 

a large scale is a positive impact on the local biodiver-

sity. A rooftop park should adhere to three features to 

maximize environmental benefits: resilience, connec-

tivity, and flexibility. 

The resilience will help in creating and maintaining a 

sustainable green park, even during prolonged 

droughts or large scale storms. To create a resilient 

environment, there should be as much open soil as 

possible, such as grass fields instead of paved 

squares or walkways. 

Next, the base of plants should be of a local nature, 

from nearby natural areas or vacant lots. This will re-

sult in a genetically rich diverse area that is less prone 

to plagues or disease. One practical way to achieve 

this is through inoculation, so that rich soil is directly 

transferred to the roof, including all micro-organisms 

and fungi underground. 

Lastly, creating a slight oligotrophic (nutrient-poor) 

environment will increase both biodiversity and resili-

ence. Plants may take longer to grow and there will be 

less biomass, comparable to a dune landscape. This 

10. Design 
Proposal 
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allows for sustainable water management and inde-

pendence of external sources of nutrition, and also re-

duces need for maintenance such as pruning. 

The connectivity of the overall park means that the 

different roofs and green areas are connected to each 

other physically. This can be done through multiple 

ways and combined with accessibility for users. Con-

nectivity is another way to create a more robust, sus-

tainable environment that is less costly to maintain. It 

allows insects to crawl between hubs and makes 

them and everything above them in the food chain 

less dependent on vitality of one green area in which 

they would otherwise be stuck. 

Although this will prove most effective on a larger 

scale, it starts with creating a network between green 

hubs throughout the city. This can be standardised 

when green spaces are seen as vital infrastructure in 

need of physical connectivity, like roads or electricity. 

If a green network becomes part of standard legisla-

tion, new neighbourhoods can be part of a larger and 

more robust environment, which will prove vital when 

the climate turns harsher. 

Figure 10.1: The generalized design concept with its features and implemented measures 
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Lastly, by adding flexibility in park design, it is allowed 

to change over time and becomes more adaptable to 

changing environmental conditions. Instead of plan-

ning out the exact location of each and every plant for 

the sake of aesthetics, a green space can be designed 

in a more general manner, using gradients and fuzzier 

designated areas. 

This different approach to designing green spaces 

again reduces the need for maintenance. There is less 

necessity to weed out certain plants because there is 

no pre-determined rendition of the greenery. The en-

vironment designs itself on the available base, which 

automatically results in the most adapted and robust 

option possible. It is important to communicate this 

new perception on green spaces to all stakeholders 

involved, so that the greenery is valued and appreci-

ated in a different manner. By allowing nature to show 

its true colours, it creates an opportunity to educate 

people on what that practically entails as well. 

10.2.2 Design for society 

When designing a green space in a city, there are 

many stakeholders and aspects involved which 

should not be overruled for the sake of nature. How-

ever, natural and societal interests are not mutually 

exclusive. In fact, they can work together by adhering 

to three aspects of the design: effectivity, value and 

smart design. 

The first aspect, effectivity, is of major importance. 

The densification of cities creates new design chal-

lenges, especially for already dense cities like Amster-

dam. Each square meter of the city needs to add as 

much to it as practically possible. Green roofs are an 

effective use of space that would otherwise be largely 

monofunctional. 

Next to the biodiversity and user benefits, it also has 

the benefit of migrating the UHI effect, which is essen-

tial in densely-packed cities. It will result in a direct en-

ergy consumption decrease related to cooling build-

ings with AC units during hot summers. 

Using the sponge effect that a vegetative layer has, 

water drainage is automatically regulated to dis-

charge excess rain water over a prolonged period of 

time. This is a sustainable solution against water 

flooding dense cities during heavy thunderstorms, 

much more than expanding the sewage. When com-

bined with an underlying water storage, this solution 

can be even more effective as well. 

The value of all underlying and surrounding buildings 

is also bound to increase when adding greenery on 

roofs. Especially accessible roofs can act as a nearby 

green park or private garden. This creates a better re-

turn on the initial investments of a sustainable green 

roof by attracting more people, just like the increased 

aesthetic or lower electricity costs. 

A green roof can also be smart design. The previously 

mentioned water storage can be made smart, so that 

it responds to for example the local weather condi-

tions or other factors like usage. If a water storage is 

emptied right before a large storm, more excess rain-

fall can be taken in by the roof and relieve the sewage 

system. This technology is already proven as demon-

strated by project Resilio. If that water storage is also 

accessible for local gardening or recreational pur-

poses, it adds even more multifunctionality. 

Oftentimes, there is an idea that green roofs and solar 

panels are mutually exclusive. However, since solar 

panels actually function better when combined with a 

green roof, green soil should be at the base of all solar 

panels put on top of roofs. Panels can be fitted wher-

ever there is no major user functionality present, or a 

roof is hard to make accessible, like on top of sky-

scrapers, smaller buildings, or angled parts of a roof-

top. 

10.2.3 Design for residents 

For green roofs to be a complete picture, there should 

also be space for people to access and interact with 

the environment. There is a multitude of indirect ben-

efits to this as discussed in the literature research. In 

order to maximise those benefits, the design should 
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have three generalised features related to its users, 

namely accessibility, safety, and fun. 

Accessibility to a green roof forms the baseline for all 

other features and corresponding benefits. Users 

should be able to easily access the green roofs as if it 

were an extra floor on that building. By extending 

stairways on the inside of a building used to access 

other floors, a roof can be made easily accessible. 

The previously discussed connectivity related to bio-

diversity can be combined with accessibility of green 

rooftops. By creating connections for both people and 

nature, a rooftop park will thrive. Suspension bridges 

are one example of non-invasive structures that can 

be combined with strongpoints of underlying build-

ings. Otherwise, using trees as steps in between is an-

other sustainable way of creating such a connection. 

Areas of rooftops should be clearly designated as 

public or private spaces. However, one roof can be 

split into both. The inherently limited accessibility of a 

rooftop park can be used to the advantage of local 

residents and employees, by regulating these en-

trances. 

This automatically brings along the next important 

feature of a rooftop park, safety. There are regular 

safety needs necessary like fencing against falling 

and lighting to make the park a nice place to be. Next 

to this, the safety can be indirectly increased by im-

proving the social cohesion of a neighbourhood. If the 

local population is given the opportunity and are stim-

ulated to work together on a shared garden, it will give 

them a feeling of responsibility over that space. From 

the UX research, it became clear that there is a large 

demand for gardening spaces in Amsterdam Zuid-

oost already. 

The park should have gateway entrances that can be 

closed off in the evening to keep out unwanted guests 

at night time. The local residents or shopkeepers can 

again bear this responsibility, which not only lowers 

park maintenance costs, but also enhances the feel-

ing of safety. 

Finally, to come to the full potential of a rooftop park, 

it should offer some fun too. This can take many 

shapes and forms, and not all have to be designed for. 

The most important form of fun that should be pre-

sent throughout the park is interacting with nature. 

Children should be allowed to stray off the beaten 

paths and explore the area. This is proven to be of ma-

jor importance for a healthy development and should 

be encouraged instead of prohibited. 

The ever changing environment allows for some inter-

esting insights which should be put in a spotlight to 

further increase awareness of natural functions. By 

providing information about certain natural pro-

cesses or species, users are more involved in other-

wise mundane looking areas. This information can be 

displayed on simple message boards, but can also be 

made more interactive using QR-codes, audio tours, 

or augmented reality (AR) apps. 

The park should provide easy accessibility as men-

tioned previously, but there can also be opportunity 

for more exciting ways to explore the area, if the user 

wants to do so. The 3D aspect of a rooftop park al-

lows for more interesting ways to get from A to B, for 

example using climbing walls or suspended nets to 

create alternative connections between certain hubs. 

This should be done in a safe manner, and can also 

be combined with physical environmental connec-

tions. 

Lastly, the park should not be overdesigned with every 

corner having a fixed use . It should also be a place for 

the local population to express themselves, providing 

the space as opportunity. Much like the environmen-

tal side of the design, some aspects of the park can 

intentionally be designed ambiguously, as a base for 

the local population to give their own spin to it. This 

can take the form of e.g. art, games, or events. There 

should be some form of coordination so that it does 

not take destructive forms, but the park is more likely 

to succeed when residents can make it their own. 
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10.2.4 Design for the future 

Once a natural rooftop park is designed and built, the 

investment continues. It is important to keep coming 

back to this ever-changing design to keep things in 

check and in balance. The three aspects that are at 

the forefront of this proposal considering time are pa-

tience, maintenance¸ and communication. 

The biodiversity benefits described are most effective 

when the park is handled with proper patience. The 

idea is that the substrate, connections and other pre-

determined features are the base on which nature can 

take its own shape, whatever that entails. For this rea-

son, putting already grown plants in the ground 

should be kept to a minimum, as it will only drive up 

maintenance costs and decrease sustainability. The 

environmental goal of the park is to be as genetically 

diverse and robust as possible, and for this, quick 

fixes will not do. Seeds of certain flowers that attract 

important insects can be spread as a way of 

stimulation, but again there is no need for excessive 

planning of each plant location. 

Next, there is the maintenance of the greenery, which 

is often seen as costly. As many normally undesired 

weeds are actually native and beneficial to survival of 

other species, like dandelions, weeding should be only 

limited to unblocking pathways and entrances, and re-

moving plants dangerous to the construction, like tree 

saplings. The most heavy maintenance is likely to be 

for the underlying smart water storage; checking the 

sensors and keeping the waterways free. 

The necessary weeding and pruning can partly be 

done by local residents, tying back into enhancing the 

shared responsibility described earlier. This can also 

decrease maintenance costs but should be commu-

nicated properly to the residents so that they under-

stand the tasks at hand. 

Figure 10.2: The park design will be flexible, which results in different looks throughout its life 
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This communication is already mentioned a few 

times and so essential throughout the entire lifetime 

of the park. Users are likely to not understand some 

design choices when they have no place to get an ex-

planation. The owner of the park, whether that be the 

municipality or a third-party organisation, should in-

vest in keeping residents up to date with any shared 

responsibilities or happenings on the green roofs. 

This park is likely to look distinctively different from 

other parks throughout the seasons, especially at the 

start. Considering the common misconception of bio-

diversity, that it is always aesthetic or lush green, this 

too should be made aware to all involved stakehold-

ers and especially the users. 

This can be done through short news letters sent to 

the nearby addresses, or creating opportunities for lo-

cal residents to get together and discuss points of in-

terest. Whichever form of implementation is used, it 

is a vital aspect to keeping the neighbourhood in-

volved in the park, and fully worth the investment. 

10.2.5 Method implementation 

The integral design method of Amsterdam was used 

to shape the design and showcase the features and 

benefits  that the solutions can bring. Measures  The 

measures used are listed in figure 10.1. The new ad-

ditional measures from the method expansion are 

highlighted using a star (*). 

10.3 Specific designs 

A handful of more specific design concepts have 

been made based on the existing location in the Am-

sterdamse Poort. Each of these showcase a different 

type of combined user and natural functionality, 

based on the expanded design method of the munic-

ipality of Amsterdam and all prior research. The de-

signs are visualized with a render of a conceptual ver-

sion.  
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10.3.1 Natural play roof 

The natural play roof is a playground for children to 

explore biodiversity and increase their awareness of 

it. It features a natural interactive environment with 

plenty of space for the imagination of children to 

thrive, see figure 10.3. Open playgrounds which allow 

for exploration are much more interesting than tightly 

designed spaces with monofunctional equipment. 

They are also cheaper in development and mainte-

nance. Therefore, this particular natural play roof fea-

tures no plastic equipment, but focuses on creating 

opportunity for children to fill it in with their own im-

agination. 

The biodiverse environment can be used to educate 

children as much as adults, in a fun and interactive 

way. The play forest is combined with a provided 

scavenger hunt, that will encourage children to look 

for certain plants or insects. 

This play roof also features some multifunctionality. 

Next to the scavenger forest, a living wall is combined 

with a climbing wall using ropes and nets. These can 

be used by children, plants and insects to ensure that 

physical connection. There is also a water way featur-

ing a pump. Water is a nice element to play with, and 

also provides effective cooling during hot summer 

days. It can be pumped up from the reused rainwater 

storage underneath, as most of it will end up back in 

the soil anyway. 

The playground is surrounded by natural fencing with 

the use of hedges, and its entrances are limited and 

can be closed off at night time by certain residents or 

shopkeepers to keep unwanted activity away. There 

is some seating available for supervisors to keep an 

eye on the playing children, and lighting to enhance 

safety. 

Next to the general measures, this design specifically 

makes use of the following tactical measures pro-

vided by the Amsterdam design method: 

• F-NE5-2* Vertical ropes as connection 

• W-GB2-4 Local water storage reuse 

• L-KA3-1 Green property division 

• G-OR1-1* Water garden 

• G-OR1-2* Play forest 

• G-OR1-3* Natural scavenger hunt 

• G-GB1-2* Climbing ropes 

  

Figure 10.3: The conceptual natural play roof design 
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10.3.2 Sports roof 

The sports roof features some popular forms of out-

side recreation in combination with a healthy and sus-

tainable environment, see figure 10.4. From the UX re-

search it became clear that particularly football is a 

popular outside sport practiced by the local kids. For 

example: football or basketball fields can be made of 

actual grass fields so that water can be taken in by the 

soil. This will require extra maintenance as the grass 

should then be cut regularly, but this can be a shared 

responsibility. 

The sports roof is also accessible via entrance points 

that can be shut during night time. The football fields 

are surrounded by high fencing to prevent balls flying 

off the roof or into windows of surrounding buildings. 

These fences can act as extra support for climbing 

plants like ivy. However, the fencing should be kept 

clear on at least one side in order to maintain visibility 

for supervisors. 

Next to sport fields, other forms of equipment can be 

put in place. Observations of nearby parks showed 

that these outdoor fitness fields are used for exercise 

by adults that may not be able to go to a gym. They 

make physical health accessible, which is of vital es-

sence for the local residents in Amsterdamse Poort. 

These measures are showcased in this design: 

• L-KA3-1 Green property division 

• G-OR2-1* Outdoor fitness equipment 

• G-OR2-2* Sport fields 

  

Figure 10.4: The conceptual sport roof design 
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10.3.3 Natural roof 

The natural roof shifts the focus from the user to bio-

diversity. It showcases a completely fuzzy design 

where the environment can design itself in a flexible 

and largely unbothered way, which will result in even 

lower maintenance costs. A render is shown in figure 

10.5. 

However, this design is not completely without any 

user experience. The resulting greenery can be ac-

companied with some form of artistic expression, for 

example statues designed and built by local artists. 

Other options  could be graffiti walls, or porous stone 

structures that can be explored and overgrown. 

To ensure little soil interference, a large part of the 

pathways on this roof are elevated, so that vegetation 

can continue to grow and connect underneath. It also 

adds to the experience of walking through a continu-

ous green sea of nature. However, straying off the 

path is not prohibited, as there should still be a chance 

for people to explore. 

Due to its more subtle implementation of user func-

tionality, this roof is a great opportunity for fitting 

solar panels on one side of it. As research suggests, 

these panels will provide electricity efficiently due to 

the surrounding vegetation cooling them. This way, a 

natural roof adds even more multifunctionality to the 

overall design. 

The natural roof features these measures: 

• F-GB1-3 Green walls on construction 

• F-GB2-3 Insect hotels 

• F-GB3-3 Nature roof 

• E-GB1-1 Solar panels on roof 

• F-NE5-3* Ropes as connection 

• F-NE5-6* Stepping stones 

• M-NE1-2* Elevated walkways 

• G-OR3-1* Sculpture garden 

  

Figure 10.5: The conceptual natural roof design 
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10.3.4 Shared garden roof 

The shared gardens can be designed on top of private 

residencies. These roofs have a smaller area and will 

have limited access. For these reasons, it can be de-

signed as an opportunity for residents to claim a 

small piece of land for gardening purposes, as shown 

in figure 10.6. This keeps the roof mostly private 

which is desirable when living directly underneath. 

The UX research concluded that local residents of the 

Bijlmer are very interested in eating off the land. 

Shared gardens around the area have proven to be ex-

tremely popular. Gardening together can aid in giving 

residents the feeling of autonomy and responsibility, 

as well as increase social cohesion. Part of the gar-

dening area can also be assigned to the nearby pri-

mary school. 

It is important that participating residents are properly 

informed with some limitations of rooftop gardening. 

Due to weight issues, heavy interventions like tiles are 

likely not possible. And, although water can be made 

accessible from the rainwater storage underneath, it 

should be regulated to prevent overuse. 

The tactical measures used specifically in this con-

cept are: 

• W-GB2-4 Water reuse on building 

• L-KA3-3 Property division using hedges 

• L-KA4-3* Hedges as wind shields 

• G-OR4-4* Shared garden space 

  

Figure 10.6: The conceptual shared garden roof design 
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10.3.5 Event roof 

The event roof focuses less on creating a natural en-

vironment and more on user functionality. It is located 

right in the middle of the Amsterdamse Poort, at the 

heart of the shopping mall. This large roof is split in 

two using a natural porous stone wall, and one half is 

designed to be suitable for larger-scale meetings and 

events, see figure 10.7. 

It consists of a large open grass field that can be used 

for any type of meet-up, whether it be an outdoor yoga 

session or part of a festival. It is the most accessible 

roof with multiple connections to other rooftop hubs, 

and an elevator elongated from one already located 

inside the shopping mall. A small permanent café is 

located near the field, and has a small area as rooftop 

terrace to its availability. Next to this, one corner fea-

tures some seats, but most of the field is purposely 

empty and available for people to enjoy their own ac-

tivities. 

The pointed end of the roof is accommodated with a 

small podium, which can be used for local theatre or 

as part of the nearby Kwaku Festival. The podium can 

be made available against a fee, which together with 

the small café, has the potential to create revenue. 

The rooftops of both these extra structures should 

not be left out of the equation, and can be fitted with 

solar panels to accommodate electricity. 

This roof features these measures from the method: 

• L-GE1-1 Less hardened surfaces 

• E-GB1-1 Solar panels on roofs 

• L-KA4-1* Natural stone wall 

• L-KA4-3* Hedges as windshields 

• M-KA1-3* Accessibility by elevator 

• G-OR3-1* Public podium 

• G-OR4-2* Circling seats 

• G-OR4-3* Green rooftop terrace 

  

Figure 10.7: The conceptual event roof design 
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10.3.6 Canopy walk 

The canopy walk is an interesting part of the park. It 

consists of a suspended walking bridge spanning be-

tween two higher roofs, and looking over the large 

lower roof of the shopping mall. This half of the lower 

roof is an isolated hub of nature, in the sense that it is 

not directly accessible by any users, but more of a 

resting place for local wildlife. The design is shown in 

figure 10.8. 

Instead, the area can be overlooked by the overhang-

ing walkway, which is a non-invasive form of experi-

encing nature. This type of soft interaction has proven 

popular among adults as a form of experiencing the 

green environment. By creating a hub for birds and in-

sects to come to rest, it becomes an interesting place 

to watch over or photograph. With the help of pro-

vided information through apps or message boards, 

the experience can be of an educative nature too. 

The canopy walk is intentionally a wobbly bridge to 

make it more lively and exciting, but unfortunately 

also inherently inaccessible. For this reason, the roofs 

that it connects can also be accessed through other 

more accessible entrances. The incorporation of nets 

enclosing the bridge can also ensure safety. 

Because of the way suspended bridges divide their 

constructive forces using ropes, it is suited to be at-

tached to the strong points of a building’s foundation. 

This requires less modification of a roof, decreasing 

initial investment costs. 

This design makes use of the following measures: 

• F-GB2 Nestling opportunities 

• F-GB3-3 Natural roof 

• F-GE1-1* Dune landscape 

• M-NE1-1* Suspension bridge 

• G-OR1-3* Natural scavenger hunt 

• G-KA1-2* Routes with a view  

Figure 10.8: The conceptual canopy walk design 
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10.3.7 Horizontal connections 

The horizontal connections that make the park one 

holistic experience are the most radical parts of the 

design, as this is done nowhere else in the Nether-

lands. However, they are a vital part for a successful 

rooftop park spanning over multiple roofs, both for a 

robust natural environment and user experience. 

They also offer many opportunities in these two ar-

eas. 

Horizontal connections can be of different levels 

based on their construction complexity. They range 

from simple ropes or cables spanning from one build-

ing to the other, to deepened ecoducts featuring di-

rect soil connection and comfortable pathways for 

users. This specific design is more of a midway, fea-

turing a bridge with narrow ecoducts on the side, con-

necting the soil and pathways between two roofs. 

Such connections will increase the sustainability and 

robustness of the overall environment, as it allows ter-

ritory expansion for insects and even small wildlife, 

giving them more leeway during harsh times. This 

way, the whole park is connected and can in turn be 

part of a larger natural network throughout the city, 

which is vital for a sustainable robust biodiverse envi-

ronment with little necessary interference or mainte-

nance. 

Such a physical connection can be properly combined 

with user accessibility of a rooftop, eliminating the 

need for each roof to have an individual entrance. To 

top it all off, elevated pathways above street areas 

provide nice views over the area and a more interest-

ing experience. 

These measures have shaped this design: 

• F-NE2-1 Passage for fauna 

• F-NE3-1 Corridor for small organisms 

• F-NE5-3* Ecoducts 

• M-NE1-1* Suspension bridges 

• G-KA1-2* Routes with a view 

  

Figure 10.9: The conceptual horizontal connection design 
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10.3.8 Vertical connection 

Vertical connections are often overlooked when green 

roofs are implemented, but can aide in making them 

more robust and sustainable. This vertical connection 

shows off how accessibility for residents can be com-

bined with a direct physical connection between 

green hubs on roofs, as shown in figure 10.10. 

The stairs are elongated from their original end posi-

tion on the first roof to connect all levels including the 

highest roof. Along those stairs is a small stroke of 

soil connecting the two roofs as well. This stroke is 

made up of smaller compartments to prevent the soil 

and water from flushing away. These compartments 

are separated by porous walls that allow for easy al-

gae and lichen growth, so that they stay connected. 

The walls are very low so that plants can also act as 

bridges for smaller life forms. 

Next to increasing the accessibility of a roof by adding 

stairs, a more adventurous way of getting up high is 

added next to it. Climbing walls make for great play 

and exercise, both for kids and adults. Depending on 

the height differences between roofs, the wall can be 

elongated so that they cover it from top to bottom. 

Because the current height difference is 8 meters, the 

climbing wall is cut short to ensure safety. 

The measures used for this specific design are: 

• F-NE3-3 Corridor small organisms in wall 

• F-GB1-2 Self-attaching climbing plants 

• F-NE5-1* Green walls as connection 

• F-NE5-5* Steppingstones 

• M-KA1-1* Vertical stairs 

• G-GB1-1* Climbing wall 

 

Figure 10.10: The conceptual vertical connection design 
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11.1 Research Question 

The final chapter of this thesis will discuss the entire 

design process and following results, giving the final 

conclusions and recommendations related to each 

part of the research. Next to this, the design question 

is answered and any additional remarks are stated as 

well. To recap, the design question stated at the very 

beginning of this thesis was as follows: 

How can 3D biodiversity in dense cities be realized to 

benefit the environment, society, and local residents, 

now and in the future? 

The answer is found throughout the results of the 

method expansion and design proposal. The effectiv-

ity of all benefits of 3D biodiversity can best be max-

imized by incorporating multifunctional solutions and 

understanding the mechanics behind biodiversity, as 

well as potential user experiences surrounding it. 3D 

biodiversity has potential to contribute to the solution 

of many complex problems that dense cities face, so 

maximizing that should at least be considered when 

developing new neighbourhoods or buildings. 

11.1.1 Recommendations 

The research has shown that biodiversity is not a 

straight forward endeavour solved with adding plants 

or insect hotels to a design. In order for it to actually 

strengthen or restore the local environment, it should 

be considered an integral part of it throughout the de-

sign process. This is best realized by shifting the per-

spective of greenery on buildings from standalone so-

lutions to a vital piece of infrastructure, like electricity 

or sewage. Neighbourhoods should contain a physi-

cal natural network that links to other networks 

throughout the area. This network should be part of 

the fundamentals of the design, and fixed in early 

stages of the design process. The proposed design 

solutions can help in combining such networks with 

densification of such neighbourhoods. 

Next to this, 3D biodiversity should be combined with 

other functionalities like water storage or energy gen-

eration. It enhances efficiency of solar panels, allows 

for CO2 sequestration and acts like a sponge which 

relieves the sewage system of a city, while maintain-

ing itself reusing that water. The additional energy 

saving as a result from its cooling capabilities, makes 

3D biodiversity a worthful investment for any building 

or public space. 

Another recommendation is involving local residents 

and visitors of the area with 3D biodiversity using ed-

ucative recreation and allowing interaction, albeit indi-

rectly. Natural areas have proven popular recreative 

spots for all layers of the population, with many addi-

tional benefits related to health and wellbeing. 3D bi-

odiversity can facilitate this in many ways as shown 

in the designs, especially in dense parts of the city. 

Finally, there should be a large shift in perspective on 

what biodiversity looks like. The current idea of imme-

diate lush greenery throughout all seasons in a fixed 

design, results in unnecessary high investments, 

maintenance costs and unsustainable greenery, con-

tributing very little to local biodiversity. A recom-

mended perspective would be one that changes with 

the seasons, allows for both death and growth of 

11. Final 
Conclusion 
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plants, focussing more on the process instead of the 

result. Plants should be considered more than sub-

strate to attract insects or animals, but an actual part 

of biodiversity, as they can migrate or expand too. 

The benefits and potential of 3D biodiversity are often 

overlooked or misunderstood by involved stakehold-

ers. They should be emphasized with the help of leg-

islation, communication, and education. Although ini-

tial investments will always be high due to the neces-

sary additional construction, it can be lowered by 

keeping the green design fuzzy and starting small. 

Maintenance costs can also be lowered by designing 

the vegetation in this way, so that weeding and water-

ing becomes less necessary. The local population can 

also be involved to take care of the remaining tasks. 

11.1.2 Naturalis & Amsterdam 

The original idea was to make sure the involved par-

ties of Naturalis and the municipality of Amsterdam 

can use the results for their own research and devel-

opment. This thesis has given them insight on the de-

sign methods used, and how users of public space 

can become part of the solution rather than a nui-

sance. The new additional solutions can be directly 

implemented in the design method of the city of Am-

sterdam, as is demonstrated in appendix A.10. The 

municipality can also implement the ideation tech-

nique of design values into other development pro-

ject, so instead of superficial fulfilments of stated 

wishes, they can tackle problems at their core. 

Naturalis has had a more advisory role throughout the 

thesis, giving insight on natural processes and how 

current implementations often fall short on properly 

restoring biodiversity in a sustainable way. This thesis 

acts as a gateway of all that expertise by projecting it 

on an actual public space design, creating an example 

of how actual biodiversity restoration in the public 

space can look like. Next to this, Naturalis can take the 

results of the user research into consideration, as 

they shed light on how users like to interact with na-

ture. Using this insight, Naturalis can help other 

development projects in becoming successful both 

for nature and users. 

11.2 Reflection 

This thesis contains three different result sections, 

each discussed separately. Due to constraints in time 

and resources, some parts of the research can be po-

tentially improved. The most important aspects that 

can be reconsidered in further research are proposed 

here. 

11.2.1 User research 

The user research was done in order to better under-

stand the potential users of 3D biodiversity, and incor-

porate them in the design process. Although the 

methods used have generated useful insights and re-

sults, the user research was not as extensive as nec-

essary in order to fully understand all different moti-

vations and views of public greenery in Amsterdamse 

Poort. The survey was distributed throughout the 

Netherlands, instead of only the local population, 

which created contradictory results. The observa-

tions were done during rainy winter days while in a 

lockdown, which was likely to have influenced the ob-

served behaviour. 

These problems were noted, but due to the limited 

time and resources available, the results remain the 

only ones available. Attempting to solve the issue, the 

answers given in the street interviews and by repre-

sentatives had the focus during ideation. However, in 

order to fully give users a chance to enhance the de-

sign, the original idea of a participatory design ses-

sion should be implemented in the process. 

11.2.2 Method expansion 

The design method of the municipality of Amsterdam 

has been expanded with additional solutions and a 

new category. These solutions all link back to specific 

findings in literature and the user research through 

the ideation process, however this link could have 

been stronger. Some materials of inspiration were 

lost in the process, which created gaps between the 
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results and the research. Generally speaking, the ide-

ation process should have been documented more 

extensively. 

Despite this, the expanded method does give a new 

perspective on public space that was originally not in-

cluded. The solutions are intentionally ambiguous as 

they should allow for customization and alteration by 

other designers, so that the solutions are fitting in the 

context of each individual development project. 

11.2.3 Design proposal 

The design proposal for the Amsterdamse Poort was 

cut into 8 smaller concept and one overarching de-

sign. Despite the cutback, it still resulted in many as-

pects that needed to be thought of 9 different times, 

meaning that the designs remain somewhat superfi-

cial and lack more in-depth aspects like dimensions, 

legislation, or material use. Therefore, the current pro-

posal is on a conceptual level, which may not be ready 

to be implemented into the renovation plans of the 

shopping centre. 

However, the created proposal still showcases how 

different solutions can work together and create a 

multifunctional 3D rooftop park. It can inspire other 

designers that want to implement 3D biodiversity and 

UX. Any further research can analyse one specific part 

of the proposal and give more meaningful practical 

solutions to the aspects currently not discussed. 
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A.1 Naturalis Assignment Description 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Development of green rooftops for biodiversity and urban recreation in cooperation with Naturalis 

Assignment with Naturalis in Leiden: 

In just one century, the urban area in the Netherlands has increased 10 fold, from less than 2% around 1900 to about 

20% nowadays. At the same time the amount of terrestrial nature areas decreased from 28% to 15%, whereas the 

agricultural areas remained more or less the same, occupying ca. 2/3 of the Dutch land surface. Ergo, the urbaniza-

tion in the Netherlands is almost completely at the cost of nature. Recently an increased awareness arose about the 

importance of ecosystem services and the decline of biodiversity essential for providing these services. Conse-

quently, cities need to accommodate more and more biodiversity in order to enhance biodiversity as well as to keep 

ecosystem services intact. For this, effective and healthy ecological networks are essential, connecting areas inside 

and outside the built areas. Usually, these networks are visualized in 2 dimensions. However, the idea is that it should 

and could be 3 dimensional. Much place is occupied by buildings with walls and roofs and these can function as 

ecological facades and roofs; in other words, compensate for the lost habitats and the surface taken by stones and 

concrete by bringing nature on (top of) the buildings and create a 3 dimensional ecological network. This will also 

mitigate the urban heat stress and awkward hydrology. And, connecting this ‘top-level’ green structure opens oppor-

tunities for an eco-recreational route for people, so enlarging the possibilities of recreation and taking off some of 

the pressures of too heavily used ground floor recreational infrastructure. 

In our view this brings two design issues. How can we create a ‘roof walk’ with fly overs and (suspension) bridges, 

suited (and safe) for ordinary walks as well as for more adventurous adolescents? What are the technical op-

tions/possibilities, what are social and property issues? Pilots can be developed for industrial sites in Leiden and for 

the Amstelstad III program in Amsterdam. Another design issue can be how this greening of buildings can be inte-

grated with the use of roofs for the generation of solar energy.  
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A.2 Amsterdamse Poort Demographics  
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A.3 Staatsbosbeheer Timeline 
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A.4 Amsterdam Method – Relevant existing solutions 
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A.5 Interview notes 

Notes taken from feedback sessions with Marco Roos (Naturalis): 

• Biodiversity is often used as a buzzword: actual effective implementation is much more than putting a tree in a 

public space. 

o Example: The Valley building in Amsterdam by MVRDV. Mostly unsustainable, dependable greenery 

that needs external watering and feeding in order to thrive. 

o A shift of perspective on what biodiversity entails is needed. Biodiversity is not necessarily pleasant, 

green, or aesthetic. For example, mosquitoes are as essential as bees. 

o Problem lies in current way of designing and maintaining greenery. Plants (e.g. trees on the side of the 

road) have fixed positions, no leeway allowed, which drives up maintenance costs. Monogamy in plant 

choice (e.g. all trees are the same species, oftentimes monogenetic) also causes disease and even 

more maintenance. Exotic species (e.g. the trees are originally from another continent) also means 

more maintenance. The need for immediate aesthetic throughout all seasons also limits plant diversity 

and creates even more monogamy in the ecosystem. 

o Plants are often seen as part of the aesthetic, but not as part of a complex ecological system. 

• Nature cannot be designed for nor excluded from the design. It will always be there, in its desired form or not. 

What can be designed is a baseline that features favourable conditions for local plants to thrive and create a 

diverse flexible ecosystem that can take on draughts and heavy rainfall. 

• Biodiversity is not exclusive from user experience, but should be combined 

o Both nature and people benefit from connections, this should be used as an opportunity to combine 

the two. 

o People must be educated about what biodiversity entails. Are colourful flowers really seen as equal to 

stinging nettles and weeds? If the perception changes, so does the appreciation, which sets to action, 

causing more biodiversity and more appreciation, like a positive feedback loop. 

o Small but simple implementations (e.g. a bowl of water, some deadwood or less weeding) already have 

big impacts. 

• Good implementation of biodiversity on green roofs means the following: 

o A nutrient-poor substrate is, counter-intuitively, better for biodiversity. If the soil is too rich in nutrients, 

there is less diversity in plants, but biomass also accumulates which is dangerous for the construction. 

o Grass should be prevented, because then there is need for mowing. Sedum is maintenance free. 

o At the edges of the roof, there should be a boundary of maintenance heavy plants, to ensure safety. 

o Nutrient poor vegetation is good for both plants and insects. It does mean less lush greenery, but dune 

landscapes show how that kind of nature can still be aesthetically pleasing. 

o The focus of the design should be on different options rather than aesthetics.  
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Other interviews and feedback sessions: 

• Mirjam Koevoet, expert on sustainable area development, heat stress and rainfall 

o In the Netherlands, there is a 12% increase in deaths of susceptible people due to heat alone. The 

decrease in work productivity also has economic consequences. From scientific research, it turns out 

that the current waterways in Amsterdam contribute little to decreasing heat. Heat can be effectively 

decreased using ventilation, greenery, and creation of shades in the public space. 

o On the area of rainfall, the municipality of Amsterdam has a legally binding minimum of 60 mm per 

hour of rainfall to be captured on a building for all new developments in order to combat excess water 

runoff and overburdened sewers. This is the bare minimum. 120 mm per hour is considered climate 

change resistant. Using the principles of holding, storing, and releasing water, this can be achieved. 

•  Jan Henk Tigelaar, director of Rooftop Revolutions 

o Rooftop Revolution is one of the main leaders in changing the roof landscape, with a focus on greenery 

and sustainability. Multifunctionality is of major importance: not just solar panels or rooftop terraces, 

but also greenery. 

o To achieve this, they work with different stakeholders: residents, owners of office buildings, and social 

housing. Each design is based on a context, there is no standard solution easily fitted on every one of 

these buildings. The focus is on green, yet sometimes the wishes revolve mostly around aesthetics. 

The most important reason for anyone to work together with Rooftop Revolutions is climate adapta-

tion, which biodiversity is often seen as a part of. 

• Fanny Ruth, part of 3W Real Estate, the developer of the renovation of Amsterdamse Poort 

o The current designs show different green hubs in the centre of buildings, connected using the air (birds 

and flying insects). The decision has been made that this is the most feasible way of connecting the 

ecological network, so that is why there are no physical connections. 

o 3W has seen different results from participation session than the thesis, claiming that not everyone 

wants more greenery. The main reason for this is that residents in social housing often do not have the 

time to care for the public space. 

o There is need for a certain flexibility in design: it is important not to force users into a certain way of 

living. If users are allowed to try something new out, chances of success increase as appreciation is 

being built up. 

o The Amsterdamse Poort already features connectivity on a 3D level, however this causes some prob-

lems regarding safety. Since the walkways are all publicly accessibly throughout the day and night, 

they are hotspots for criminal activity and hence unwanted and unsafe. The new design removes this 

connectivity. 

• Ruwan Aluvihare, architect for the city of Amsterdam and pioneer of accessible green roofs 

o Around 30 years ago, in an apartment building in Amsterdam, a green roof was built. With only 250 

kg/m2 as maximum capacity, resulting in around 25 cm of substrate above a protective layer and arti-

ficial ground water layer, an accessible green roof is realized that looks just like a small park. 

o The rooftop park design was originally meant to consist of sedum alone. This new design shows how, 

with long-term investment and expertise, even without the currently assumed necessary support, an 

accessible green roof can be realized. 

o There are some aspects that could be improved. The locations of plants are still very much part of a 

fixed design. The acacia trees planted are growing too large, and because they are not located 
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underneath a supporting pillar, must be heavily pruned or simply cut down. The garden features a sprin-

kler system, making it dependable on an external water source. Still, this green roof shows much more 

is possible on a small layer of substrate than originally thought. 

• Jorine Noordman, part of the municipality of Amsterdam and expert on nature inclusive developments 

o The city of Amsterdam already tries to create incentive for developing and building in a nature inclusive 

way. It does this using a point system, setting a minimum of points necessary for the development to 

take place. Developers can earn points by including nature inclusive properties, e.g. a green roof or 

nestling opportunities. However, it is important to implement this in a diverse way and prevent everyone 

using the same cheap but effective measures (e.g. nestling opportunities for bats), which misses the 

point. 

o One pitfall is to constantly renovate buildings and public space, creating nuisance for residents and 

costly projects. This should be preventable by designing the public space in a sustainable manner, 

however it is impossible to predict the future, and there will always be unforeseen consequences that 

affect the public space and creates different needs (e.g. how the corona crisis affected offices). 

o Native plants may sound like an easy fix for designs, however it is not as straight-forward as one might 

think. Plants, like humans, have different genes and families, and it is very difficult to find the right 

plants with the right genes for the local area at plantations. Because of the increased awareness, the 

demand for these plants also increases, straining those plantations and driving up costs. The 

knowledge for these plant choices also simply is not available for most developers and designers, even 

the ones that try to create sustainable solutions. 

o The core of the problem is short-term thinking: people want lush greenery as soon as the building is 

done. This results in plantations working overtime and high maintenance costs. If designers can work 

with seeds taken from the local area, the resulting greenery will over time become much more native 

and so sustainable. 

• Sacha Stolp, innovation engineer at the municipality of Amsterdam 

o Biodiversity and people do not go well together. They should be separated so that people can not dis-

turb the peace necessary for nature to thrive. 

o Allowing people to access the roof means lots of intensive maintenance and safety issues. This is 

often not worth the investment. It would be best to keep the functionality of people and nature strictly 

separated. 
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o Roofs are great places for storing rainwater, combining blue (water storage) roofs with green and yel-

low (solar panels) roofs. This is much more feasible than making it accessible to users (red roof). 

o One example of this is Project Resilio, which makes use of a smart system that detects when rainfall 

will occur and empties water storages accordingly to catch excess rainwater during heavy storms. 

Pilots of this are already developed and it is clear that there is a lot that needs to be figured out for this 

to be effectively implemented on other roofs. 

• Neumine Marshall, chairman of a residents committee in the Bijlmer area 

o The green spaces are used extensively. There are various places where residents can garden them-

selves, especially where there are flats (and therefore no private gardens). They are just really used. 

The courtyard gardens, especially when the weather is nice, are actually used by all age groups. There 

are young families whose children play there, there are older people who come together. There are also 

gardens where you can grow your own vegetables. That is very popular. 

o The people, generally the elderly, really know a lot about various plants and everything else in terms of 

flora and fauna. That is because the Surinamese community is very large here, and there is of course 

the rainforest and a lot of nature. The Surinamese people in particular are aware of plants, vegetables, 

and that they also love the diversity in itself. 

o If the roof garden is located on a house, then only make it accessible to the residents concerned. Roof 

gardens located on the retail properties can generally remain open. However, with a specific registra-

tion system so that it can be traced who has been where and when. With a possibility to grow vegeta-

bles and fruit because that is really a must here. Everyone wants an edible garden in Southeast. People 

love colour here. 

o People love art, but then it is important that it comes from someone who is originally from Zuidoost. It 

is also important, just like in the Nelson Mandela Park, it must have a black power philosophy. A reflec-

tion of the people who actually live here. 

o People like to constantly emphasize that we live in poverty all the time. Of course, there is poverty and 

there are people with social assistance benefits, but there are also plenty of people with good jobs and 

a good income. It is emphasized that we live in poverty here and that is very unfortunate. 

o People are really willing to take care of their gardens. The vegetable gardens and municipal gardens 

are so incredibly popular. As long as residents are informed that it is their garden and they are allowed 

to do what they want and that they can/should maintain it, people will do it. They just need to know. To 
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some extent, the municipality can provide a number of gardening supplies. If there's one thing people 

love here it's gardening. 

o The Surinamese community is number 1, then you have the African community. Especially the Ghana-

ian, Nigerian, etc. just go down the list. Then come the Antillean communities, then the Dutch, and from 

then on come the people with Islamic backgrounds. The Surinamese, African and Caribbean commu-

nities in particular are by far the largest. 

o People do feel safe in the Amsterdamse Poort, but they no longer find it attractive to shop and live 

nearby. It would be nice if there were more shops that would benefit us as residents. It is now some-

what touristy. It is nice for the people from the offices to eat here, but the residents themselves are 

hardly there anymore. 

o People would like a bigger H&M, a Primark and a Zara, some other supermarkets. A little more variety 

so that you no longer have to go to the centre for shopping. 

o The Bijlmer is still largely black. Many people come to the Bijlmer to live among your own people. In 

Zuidoost you actually experience very little racism because everyone is of a different origin. 

o Black people have a different way of life. We spend a lot of time outside when the weather is nice, we 

like music and parties. Now it is never complained about, but that could change. The neighbourhood 

will be laundered, we will soon no longer be able to be ourselves, the houses will become more expen-

sive, these are things that people are concerned about. 

o Trust in the municipality is very low. They feel that they are being left out because the houses being 

built now have very high prices. In certain situations, you are no longer eligible for an owner-occupied 

home. The promises made by the district are not fulfilled.  
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A.6 Ideation mood boards & mind maps 
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A.7 Design Dilemmas 
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A.8 Design Blocks 
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A.9 Amsterdam Method – Additional solutions 
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